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Bill. We shall have to watch that the
powers of the boards are not made un-
dulY stringent, but that the object whii),

isitedd obe seue- ihstate
of public health-is brought about.
One hom- member mientioned that muni-
cipal councils as boards
carry out their duties.
for the Government,
ti-al board to carry out
the measure, so that
excuse whatever for

of health did not
There is power

Minister, or oan-
the provisions of
there will be no
local boards to

neglect their duties. I beg to ;ne
the second reading of the Bill.

HoN. R. S. HAYNES: I have very
little to say on this Bill, but I wish to
congratulate the Government on having
cnidertaken a work which was much
needed. I do not know any Act which
required simplifying more than the
Health Act. It was introduced at a time
when it was much wanted, and its initia,
tion was the signal for an outcry on the
part of a great number of persons in
Perth and Fremantle. Unfortunately
the Act only dealt with Perth and Fre-
mantle, and the Central Board fell into
conflict with the board at Fremnantle.
By-laws wvere made, and I say if those
by-laws had been carried out the health
of the city would not have been so bad
as it was. The by-laws were very string-
ent, and peonle outside Perth did not like
to submit to laws which they said at that
time were made by foreigners. They
'were made by members of the Perth Cit 'y
Council. The colony has grown since
that time and the present law is not suffi-
cient to deal with the city as it now
stands. I ant sure the House will give
the closest attention to the Bill because
if we are going to make Perth a healthy
city-. and the home of a healthy peope, we
must have a board properly constituted.
and we must have an Act thorouighly and
effectively carried out. We must have a
Bill in the first place effectually drawn
so as to give proper powers to the Cen-
tral Board, and to the local boards. I
hope hon- members will take an interest
in this Bill, and read it carefully through
so that when we come to the committee
stage we may be able to discuss clauses
which may require amendment. I say
this because I do not think there is any
city in Australia which so much requires
a Public Health Act as Perth ; therefore

I think hon. members who desire to see
Perth a healthy city should do what they
can to make this Bill a good one. 1
shall do what I can to make the measure,
effective, and I hope every hon. member
will do the same.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

AIYJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 8.15 p.m. un-

til the next Tuesday.

3tislatibe s mb ,
Thu rsday, 22nd Septembr, 1895.

Personal Explanation-Motion: Select Com-
mittee, Additional Power-Papers, pre-
sented--Question: Ins~ection of Patent
Slip-Land Dill, Select Committee: Re-
port presented-Agrcultural Lands Pur-
chase Act Amendment Bill, first rending
-Mining on Private Property Act Amnid-
ment Bill, first readinig--Goldflelds Act
Amendment Bill, first reading-Mlotion:
Leave of Absence-Motion: Coolgirdie
Goldfleldj Water Scheme, Acceptance of
Tandem; Amnendmnent. passed on Division;
Further %mendment. negatived on Division
-Adjournment.

The SPEAKER took the chair at 4.30

o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

P'ERSONAJL EXrLANAnIoN.
Ma. GEORGE (Murray): I move the

adjournment of the House, for the pur-
pose of making a. personal explan" e:'n.
I suppose there is no member whe r-erets
more than myself what took pla-ue yZtr-
day evening, with regard to the difference,
of opinion between the flireator of IPulic
Wyorks and myself. To men of muy stamp,
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who are always accustomed tr, Judge or
the situation according to the dictates -.
their manhood, there could be only one
course to adopt, and which I did adopt
last evening, although to men of slower
blood it might be possible to sit down
quietly under the insult which I received.
The statement T made last evening was
absolutely true, and in proof of that I
propose to read the following letter, dated
September 21st, from the Education ue-
pertinent, Perth, and signed by the
Inspector-General of Schools;-

I have just received your letter of the 16th
inst. re the Waterhouse, Mill School. I can
assure you that, as my whole object is to for-
ward the education of this colony, and to bring
schools, as far as possible, within the reach
of all, it is with very great regret that I
ever sme any school refuisd. In the case of
the Waterhouse Mfill. however, it really does
not seem possible for the department to build.
As you are aware, the Estimates have been so
much reduced that we cannot possibly erect
any new buildings, nor, indeed, pay any further
teachers. 'rho Premier stated, in answer to
a question the other day, that there was not
sufficient money on the Estimates for the upn-
keep of the existing schools.
Then, with regard to the North Dandalup
sdhool, I will read the following letter
from the same source, dated August
1th:-

WAith reference to your letter of the 2nd
inst., I am directed by the Minister to say that
lie regrets, in the present state of the 'funds,
the Regulations must be adhered to. The
Regulations are, as I think you are aware.
that where there are at least 20 children in
a neighbourhood, if the settlers will provide
a building free of charge. a provisional school
may be established, and PS a head on the
average attendance paid to a teacher.
I may explain that I have in my p)osses
sion, from the department, dated 18
months ago, a distinct promise to build
that school, provided I could get a sit e
for it. After considerable trouble and some
expense, I managed to get a site conveyed
to the department free of charge; finti
then, under the new regulations, because
the Trecasury of the colony is depleted, the
department cannot build that school.

Tm] PREMIER: Under the old regula-
tions, I think. How many scholars are
there?2

MNa. GEORGE: There are 24, whose
ages range from 6 to 16 years, and those
wvho want to go to a school have to travel
over 10 miles to it ; while such is the state
of the public Treasun' that, although we

are told that there is a million and a half
of money not bypothecated-

THE PREMIER: No one said it was not
hypothecated.

Mm. GEORGE: Considering I am in a
painful position, the right bon. gentleman
might have a little consideration for mec.
I have also a letter, dated 19th September,

Isigned by the Under-Secretary for Public
Works, as follows:-

Adverting to your representations in
regard to the drainage of the Serpentine
Agricultural Area, I have the honour, by
direction, to inform you that the locality ls
been inspected in accordance with your re-

quetbutitis regretted that owing to the
stateofthbetpublic funds the Governmnent is
at present unable to do anything further in
the matter.
This matter, I may explain, w-as taken up
nearly two years ago, and at some expense
to me, for I bore the whole of it except
paying the salary of the engineer. I got
the engineer to go over the ground with
ins; and I had a distinct promise that
£300, the amount required to do that
drainage, should be provided for that

I work. Yet we are told now that, in the
present state of the public funds, this
small amount -'annot be spared. Whilst
I regret that it was necessary for me to
rebut the accusation made by the
Director of Public Works last evening, I
regret still more that he has not up to
the present moment shown any disposition
to do what should be the cnnee to a
man who has been grossly outraged. I
move the adjournment of the House.

Mfotion not seconded.

ADDITIONAL POWER.

On the motion of MaI. Vos-pna, moved
without notice and by leave, additional
power was given to the Select Committee
on Immigration Restriction and Exis-

tence ~ .oLers, to sit on days other
thn the sitting days of the Assemisly.

PAPFLRS PRJ*}?STED.

By the Pnsxina: Postal and Telegraph
Department, Reports, by 'Aessrs. Caldwell
and Jenvey, as order,.d.

By the DIRECTOR OF PuB1Lic WouR4:
IReturn showing expenditure on works in
various electoral districts, as ordered.

Ordered to lie on the table.
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QUESTION: INSPECTION OF PATENT
SLIP.

Ma. GEORGE asked the Director of
I'ublic- Works,-1, Whether there has
been any inspection of the patent slip built
in connection with the Fremantle harbour
works. 2, If so, by whom, and when.
:3, Whether the Director or Public Works
has any objection to the reports of such
inspection or inspections being laid upon
the table of the House.

TOE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
WORKS (Bon. F. H. Piesse) replied:-
1. and 2, There has, of course, been the
usual inspection of the work by the offi-
cers in charge thro)ugh out its progress.
3, None of the existing reports, so far as
is known, are compllete in themselves as
regards the work as a whole, being
merely interim reports showing progress
from time to time ;hut a report on the
work as a whole, up to date, could, of
course, he procured and published, if
there is sufficient reason for publishing
it. It would, however, take a consider-
able time, nad involve the production of
several draiwing&.

LAND BILL SELEUI'!
REPORT.

COMIMITTEE,

TDH PREMIER brought up the report
of the Select Committee appointed to
consider parts 11 and 12 of the Land
Bill.

Report received, and ordered to be
printed.

Ordered, on the motion of the PRE-
MIER, that on the resumption of the de-
bate in Committee on the Land Bill, the
report be taken into consideration.

AGRICULTURAL LANDS PURCHASE
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

Introduced by the COMMISSIOsN OF
CaowN LANDS, and read a first time.

MINING ON PRIVAT!E PROPERTY AC.
AlIENDMENT BILL.

Introduced by the MINisTER OF MNS
and read a first time.

(GOLDFIELDS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Introduced by the MIISTRn OF MINES,

and read a first time.

MOTION: LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
On the motion of Me. KsxNN, leave

of absence for one fortnight was granted

to the meamher for the Swan (Air. Ewing),
onl the ground of urgent private busi-
Des$.

MW)IroN: UOOJAIARDI1E GOLDIFIALD
WiN XER SOHK\DZ, AUJKPTANUE OF

TE1,N DER.9.
Debute resumed on the motion by Mr.

Holmes, "That, in the opinion of this
House, no tender for the supply of pipes
for the Coolgardie water scheme should
be accepted without the approval of this
House."

AN. MORtAN (East Coolgardie) : I
expect it will be the privilege and duty
of the Director of Public Works to speak
as. early as possible, and put the House
au fait with the whole question. He
wvill be able, possibly, to elucidate cer-
tain points that are doubtful, and to re-
move perhaps some of the objections
which exist. It appears to we to be a
proper thing for the responsible Minis-
ter to place the Rouse in possession of
all the facts in his knowledge, and pre-
vent any, beating about the bush by
inembers speaking on a subject in regard
to which they have not the full details.
I wish to refer particularly to the pre-
sent extraordinary political position,
apart altogether from the merits Or
demerits of the scheme, and I desire to
see the House as unanimous as possile
on the question. We see this colony
pledging itself to the extent of £2,500,000,
at least, to give the one blessing which
the fields are and have been hankering
alfter-a munificent water supply ;whilst
at the saume time there is a, solemn con-
vention or conclave on the goldfields,
composed of representatives of all the
public bodies, and in the published reports
of the proceedings we find not one word
about the Coolgardie water scheme.
Those leaders of public opinion first Je-
mand somethingr from this Roume, not
through their representatives in Parlia-
ment, but by direct communication with
the Premier ; and the invitation to -in
certain things having been declined
by the right hon. gentleman, this
small conclave comes to the de
cision that it will band in its
papers and withdraw its; ambasadors,
unless its demands are acceded to within
a few hours. The goldflelds have I11 mem-
bers in this House, yet that conclave de-
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cided to send down three irresponsible men
to speak trom the floor of this Assembly;
and if the Assembly does not see fit, in
its wisdom, to agree to their request, and
decides to back up the Premier in the
matter, they will then in accordance with
solemn resolution of that body represent-
ing all the societies on the fields, save and
except good old Coolgardie for the pre-
sent, apply to Her Majesty the Queen to
be removed from this beneficent colony
of Western Australia-which simply
wants to give them a water supply cost-
ing 4;3,000,000, for their own good-and
apply to be ainnexed to South Australia,
which never bothers her head abouL gold-
fields at all. I am pointing this out for
the reason that we shall have the strange
anomaly of seeing a, loan on the London
market for the Coolgardie water schemet,
and at the same time a petition from
these people before the House of Com-
mons, asking to be removed from connec-
tion with this colony. It may be said
this extraordinary proceeding should
have no weight with us; but 1 want to
see the matter at once seriously consider-
ed. I do not hesitate to say that the ac-
tions of that convention are distinctly in-
temperate, and totally opposed to the best
interests of the fields themselves. They
are undemocratic, and those people are
seeki ng to do in an indirect manner what
their representatives in this House would
do. The matter should, as I say, be
seriously considered by this House in its
entirety; and any weight which the ac-
tion of that convention may have must
be counteracted by strong, unanimous,
and determined action in this House. I
hope the Premier will make reference to
this matter. On three different occa-
sions, we have decided that we are pre-
pared and willing, nay that we atre anxi-
ous, to carry out the Coolgardie water
scheme. Those delegates who are sup-
posed to represent the majority of the
people on the goldfields, want to throw
out that water scheme ;for if they des-
troy this Parliament, and destroy the
Government proposing to give them the
scheme, it means that they will destrav
the scheme itself. I challenge the asser-
tion that the convention represents the
opinion of the majority of the people on
the goldfield%; and I hope we shall get
an expression of the views of the member

for Coolgardie, and every other goldfields
member.

Ma ILLOwoRTH: They are not seri-

MR. MIURAN:; If these people are nqt
serious, they are distinctly childish; for
it is a most absurd thing to raise objec-
tions and threats of this kind, if they do
not mean what they say. It is my solen
conviction that if a plebiscite were taken
to-morrow of the people in Kalgoc-rle,
there would be an overwhelming expres-
sion of opinion that the doings of that
convention savour rather more of the
ridiculous than anything else. I believe

Ithe underlying sense of thea goldfields is
with the Government on this matter, or
at least with Parliament. I have spoken
plainly, although a goldfields member;
and I hope every member will strongly
express his opinion on the subject. We
know what our privileges are, and we
also know that, as an Assembly, we
alwvays have been, and alwvays will be,
ready to do justice to every part of the
colony. It is very strange that these two
things should crop up together ; for to-
night we are deciding for the last time
whether or not we shall give the gold-
fields a water supply scheme; and yester-
day, just before we met here, that con-
vention decided to apply for annexation
to another colony. We should weigh the

1importance of the doings of that conven-
tion, and of the statements made.

MR. ILLINGWORTrH: They do not de-
serve it.

MR. MORAN: I scarcely think with
you on that point, for when you have a
convention backed up by every public
body on the fields, it is rather too much
to say they do not deserve consideration.

MR. ILuxowonvn : They do not deserve
the scheme.

THE Mm.sma OF MiNEs: I think the
wont punishment you could inflict would
be to refrain from giving them the
scheme.

MAR. MORAN : If the House decided to-
night to postpune the eheme for 12i
mionths, it would be the worst punish-
ment they could have. There would be
rLOthing- extraordinary in it at all, for it
would simply rest on the heads of those
rersons who are acting in an irrespons-
ih'e way, not knnwiiw of the injury they
ore inflicting on people wvho have not
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spoken at all. This House has to con-
sider whether it will go right on and con-
fer this great boon on the goldfields, not.
withstanding this solemn conclave of so-
called leading men, who are sitting and
dictating to this House and to the colony.
I recognise in the leaders of that move-
ment disappointed personal spleen and
heat, and I recognise the influence of it
newspaper whose policy is opposed to the
interests of the goldfields ; and we know
that a newspaper can work up an agita-
tion and that persons may be misled by
it, when the other side of the picture is
not presented t them so as to correct
misrepresentations. I say that the ob-
ject they have in view is a just one in re-
gard to the desire for more representa-
tion to be given to the goldfields; but
the action which that conclave has taken
it to be deplored in view of the import-
ance of this great water scheme ; for at
the very time this Parliament is propos-
ing to proceed with the scheme, that con-
clave is threatening splarat:oni lioali the
colony, and I say this is a political situa-
tion which demands the grave considera-
tion of this House. That convention is
thoroughly representative of public
bodies on the goldfields, but I say at the
game time that it is not representative of
h- people generally on the goldfields;'

and I guarantee that, if the people were
consulted in any direct way, they would
sweep away that convention of so-called
representative men. As a representative
ol the goldfields elected to this House, I
sim loyal, firstly to the colony of Western
Australia, and secondly to the goldields
w'hich sent me here as a representative.
This is my own colony, at the present
time; and, having been returned here to
legislate for the good of the colony ae at
whole, I am not going to be used as a
catapaw for putting before this House
ridiculous resolutions passed by that con-
vention, when I know that this colony assa
whole and this Parliament have acted
generously in the interests of those gold-
fields ; for although those goldfields are
only five years old, they have been sup-
plied with a magnificent railway service,
with telegraphs and postal conveniences
in all directions, with wardens' courts
and courthouses, and with all the ad-
juncts of civilisation ;and now we are
pledged. further, - to give them a water

supply at a, coat of perhaps three millions
of money, in order to meet an urgent cry,
sometimes a howl, LoT a water supply for
the fields. If, in these circumstances,
anyone Says Western Australia has not
acted generously towards those 6 oldfields,
I say he cannot point to a place in the
whole world where so much has been
done for goldfields or for any new district
in so short a time. We may consider the
question of redistribution of seats, when
the proper time comes; but anyone who
aik6 Ine to concur n dissolving this House
before we have settled this great water
scheme, is a, fool, pure and simple. I
hay it is more important for the gold-
rields that they should have a good supply
of water than they should have a supply
ol political gas. If this House decides
to-night to go on with this water scheme,
I believe you will find those people who
Lire figuring- at the convention as leaders
of public opinion will be swept away by
the people whom they profess to repre-
dent, and when that unhealthy agi-
tation has died, you will fin
that the people on the goldfields
will show their ordinary good sense,
and show that they are loyal in their
feelings towards this Parliament and this
colony. With reference to the proposed
contract for pipes, there is only one point
on which I want information, and that is
abaiLt the price to be paid for plates at
home as compared with whatt the pipes
can be made for. The rule in contract-
&h g is that only 76 per cent. is paid on
the material, the balance being kept in
hand ; but the Government may be pay-
ing 100 per cent, on the material under
this contract, and I wvant to know howv
that point stands. We are told by the
M1orning Herald, which is not supposed
to be an irresponsible newspaper, that
plates can be brought here for £5 1 Be.
per ton.

Ma. HOLMES: Not so low as that.
Ma. MORAN: Say £6 or £6 10s. We

are told that we are to pay for them, when
delivered on shipboaird in a port at home,
X8 Be. per ton.

MR. MORGNSy: That includes freight.
Ma. MORIAN: No; it does not.
MnL GEORGE: It may include railway

freight to put them free on board at
home.
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MR. MORAN: We are not supposed to
take for granted that the two firms which
have tendered for this contract work are
necessarily superior to all possibilities oi
accident. Although Mr. Mephafn Fergu-
son1 and Messrs Hoskins and Company

tierespectable firms, we must not play
into their hands so ats to enable theit
to get at the Government. I do not sec

hythey should be able at any mumbo1et.
onpayment fo .certain dfelivery uk

pipes, to drop the contract there And
then1 losing their £5,000 guaranitee. A
firm might go insolvent, or might die,
or might go into liquidation, so 6ha we
should provideagainst contingenct,!6. I
believe it is a good rule, in conae.stion
with this scheme, to hold something un
your sleeve, and not let the other party
hold the "joker" in the game ; that the
Government should have snore material
in hand ait a given time than they have
paid for in money. I have a few figuires
here bearing on the point ats to the ZA
iwcr cent, to be kept back aw a guarantee.
SuppIose the price paid for plates i] Laou-
domi on board is X8 5s, pe ton, and we
keep back 7J, per cent. as it guarantee
until the amount kept back amounts to
-5 per cent- of the whole contract sumi,
that will amount, as I reckon it, to 1s.
9d. per ton kept book.

Ma. HOLUES: NO; 1 2s. 49.d
MR. MORAN: Well, take it ait about

13a, We have to pay Over £7 10s., afe
keeping back the 74, per cent., and what
does that amount to? It means that the
contracetors buy the plates for £6 10s.,
rind we pay them,, £7 1Os- delivered onl
shipboard. We get the full insurance
value of the plates ; but that insurance
has to be banded back by the Minister
to the contractor, in case the pipes arc
lost, if it amiounts to the full total due on
the contract; but, if not, the Minister
hane to make it good. The obligation j5i
on the Minister first, and he must trust to
the contractor to refund him any amiount
tha~t may have been overpaid. Clause 9
of the agreement, as printed and laid be-
fore members, deals with insurance; and
in line 6 there is a statement which
rather startled me when I saw it, for it
says: "The contractor shall be given a
'bill of lading for all pipes and materials
shipped on hoard in London." Is it in-

*tended that the pipes should be made in
London?
* Tim hnscront OF PUBUC WORKS:
Thait wals in the agreement as originallyv
drawn;, but it is subject to revision , and

*is not yet signed by us.
.Va. MORAN: That looked to, irc as it

the pipes were going to be manufactured
in Engla nd - Clause 11I of the agreein ea t,

*dealing with the obligation of insurance
comnpanies in ease Of loss, saYS: -

If the said materials or any of theta shall
be totally lost on their voyage to Fremantle,

* owingy to the perils of the sea or obher risik
covered by the Maid insurances, the 'MinisterI(without prejudice to his right to have 04m'

Icontract performed within the contract time,
1or such extended time, if any, as may be
fired by the Engineer), shall receive the
nioneys which shall become payable under

Iany such policy of insurance us aforesaid, and
retain the samie on behalf of the Mtinister,
paying the coatratsor the. difference between
such soass as may have been previously paid
to him uinder this contract in respect of thm
itusteriais sg ozut as aforesaid, and the amo0(ut
received under smLcir policy of insurance. But
if for any reason thne said policy mon 'vi shall
he less than tihe sums so paid to ti-e con-
tractor, hie shall forthwith make go'-d and ray
tire anunt of such defioieo~y to the Aimnrt-
General.
That is, one of the cases in which I con-
tend thre contractor holds thme "joker."

Trig PREMIER: We do not propose to
Ship any lppe.

Va. MOHIAN :Nor : but this dealsK wit),
tnatenmil. There is a possibility that
you smamy have to pay the c;ontracom' more
than the insurance amounts to ; and, if
lie afterwards files his schedule vosi can
not possibly get the inoney back. You
have only his personal guarantee, and
why should you allow himi to have wore
nimoney in hand than the marterial he hais
iven you represents?

Tna8 PREMIER: Hear, hear.
MR. 'MI JAN : I thoughlt when 1 lirgt

looked through the contract, that the
freight was payatble beforehand in Lonl-
don ; hut I see that it is payahle at Mid-
land Junction.

Ma. CrEnog: There is not Mouch in
the freigrht business.

Ma. MORAN : Nothing at all. Iwant
to ask tile Attorney General, how wvill
this contract work with the Bill which
proikides that you shall not imip)Irt any
labourers under contract to work on that
contract? Will they Fbe excluded? Wit'

Debate on Ten4rs-
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it be possible to import bodies of men toI
work on this contract!I

THE ArrouNEr GENEMAL: It will be
possible.

Ma. MORAN: Well, that is a rather
dangerous power to give the contractors.
Such practices have been objected to
in the United States, where they have
caused at great deal of trouble. The Im-
ported Labour Act provides that yout can
not contract with men outside the coun-
try to bring, them here to work. They
might bring men under contract to work
for 4s. or .5s. a day. I have no more to
say, about this matter. My opinion is
that the House will affirmn the Coolgardie
water. scheme, notwithstanding all the
serious objections that appear to be in
the air at the present time. I would
say, as member for lialgorlie-the big-
gest of these centres-if the Government
said, we wvill not build this work for
another year owing to the serious trou,-
bl~e up there, I would say: "I do not
hblomo yon, and I tiii not ginig into uip-
position because you havc so decided."
I would Hay : "You aire giving a gift
horse to the fields, w-hich they ought not
to look in the mouth." But, I say, how
would it look to the outside world?
Flowv will it look in London? Howvever,
I believe the Premier, with his usual
couragee, will go ahead in the face of all
these obstacles ;and I hope that the
Coolgardie water scheme will be decided
finally and definitely, once and for all,
before this House rises for tea to-night:

MR. Ho~sns: It will not be until the
water is turned on.

MR. MORAN: Once we put our hands
to the plough-once we commence the
contract-there is no one in this House
who, will attempt to harass the Gov-
ernment in carrying it out. Every on
will put his shoulder to the wheel to
help it along. I believe that once hon.
memnbers find the thing going ahead,
they will do all they possibly can to
watch its progress, and to see that the
Government get the worth of their
money. There is a, great deal yet that
is obscure at the end of the contract.
I do not know what sort of service Kal-
goorlie is going to get.

TME PREsMIER: A full service.
MR. MORIAN: I should like to know

something definite about it. so that wve

uip there may make some arran~gUlents
which we cannot do till wve know what
amount of waterj to expect. It is all
in nubibus as far as the end of the pipe
line is concerned. We have decided to
bring, it up as far as Coolgardie; but
Coolgardie is not the terminus. As
time goes on, I shall want hon. members
to assist ire in elaborating a scheme of
reticulation and service.

ME. WILSON: How aire you going to
do it?

Ma. MORAN: Do not ask me. I
cannot give away Ca'uiet secrets like
that. This motion of the member for
East Fremantle (.1r. Hfolmes) is nutting
a damper on the business oif the colony
once more; simply because it has hung
the thing up in insecurity. Let us have
the scheme, or not have it. Let us do
it, or not do it.

MR. HOLMES: You must remember it
has been hung up for two years.

A. MORAN: Well, if you hang it
up touch longer, you will kill the scheme,
and the people too. Perhaps the motion
of the hon. member has not done much
harm. It is no Sign of want of confi-
deuce in the Governmnt that we should
review in a friendly way the contract
for so gigantic a scheme ats this; and,
if the hon. member's object was to kill the
scheme, I fail to see how he can pos5-
sibly continue to sit on the Government
side of the House.

MR. HOLMES: I said, 'delay."
MR. MORAN: Well, I amo glad to

hear the hon. inemtber say that. I am
'Il1ad to hear that lie did not seriously
mean any harm to the Coolgardie water
Scheme. He merely wants another de-
lay ; therefore, be is perfectly right in
sitting in the seat he occupies at the
present time on the Government side of
the House. He only wants a little
further delay. He is not yet prepared
to face the pleasures of opposition, and
he will sit where lie is at present.

MaR. GEORGE: What difference does it
make where a man sits?

Ma. MORAN: I think it does make a
difference. While we have party Govern-
inent, it does make Some difference where
a man Sits.

Ma. LEan:: Hrear, hear.
MR. GEORGE: That is why we should

abolish party Government.
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ME. MORAN: Still, we have it now;
and, while we have it, the side of the
House occupied by an hon. member will
always make a difference to him. So far
ma I am concerned, I hope this House will
finally decide to-night to construct the
Coolgardie water scheme, and that the
work shall go on vigorously; for when we
have made the inevitable plunge, every
care and attention will, no doubt, be taken
by the Public Works Department to see
that no flaw shall creep into it. I anu will
ing that the Government should pay a
good salary to an expert in pipe-laying,
from any part of the world, in addition to
our own Chief Engineer, who cannot be
.supposed to have had special experience
in that particular line. I hope the House
will not carry the motion of the hon. mem-
ber, and that we shall hear a, satisfactory
explanation of all the points raised by
bon. members, from the Director of Public
Works.

'rilE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS
(Hon. F. H. Piesse): Before I commence
my remarks with regard to this matter, I
should like, with the permission of the
House, and of the Speaker, to say that,
although just now a motion "'as moved
in which the member for the Murray (Mr.
George) referred to me, and although I
did not reply when the hon. member called
upon me to do so, I would like to point
out that there wvas no intention on my part
of insulting the hon. member. In fact,
the remarks to which he referred were
mnade by me in a, general way, and not
with any intention of implying that the
hon. member's statements were Lntruthful.

MR. GuooGE: You said "absolutely un-
true."

THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
WORKS: The remark was that the par-
ticular school was in the vicinity of Perth.
It now appears hiq references were to a
distance from Perth: and I think there
is at misunderstanding about it. I hope
the lion. member will take from me the
assurance that it was far from my mind
to insult him or any hon. member in this
House. My desire is alway' s to be
courteous. It is one of those interjectiofls
which perhaps we use rather too fre-
quently, when, on the spur of th moment,
we are inclined to resent the remarks of
hon. ,noitulrs, who attack~ us.

MR. GEORGE: You said "absolutely un-
true."

THE DIIIECOII Or PUBLIC WO RKS:
I did not use the %%ord 'a~solutely." A
newspaper reported that I had said so ;
but all I said was: "I think that is un-
true." I think the hon. member will take
this assurance from me that I did not wibh
to, be discourteous to him or any other
hon. member; in fact, I think it wvould
be entirely unbecoming of mue to be so.
I mention this- now because I wish to let
the House know that I do not wish to
be dogged, and I think there niust have
been-a mistake about it.

Mn. GEORoE: That is all right. I
accept it.

THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
WORKS: It is necessary, at this stage,
that thelHouse should hear from me
some particulars regarding the contracts
which the Government intend entering
into for the supply of pipes for the C-'I
gardie water scheme. As only two mem-
bers of the House besides the Premie,
have spoken on the subject at this early
stage, perhaps I can set at rest the minds~
of bon. members with regard to some of
the fears which have been recently ex-
pressed, and the misapprehension which
seems to be prevalent regarding these
tenders. The hon. member for East Fre-
mantle, in moving his motion, was pro-
bably prompted by the interest he has
in the country to do his best for the coun-
try ; but I think the hon. member should
certainly have looked into the matter
more closely than he has evidently looked
into it, before bringing forward a motion
which has acted so disastrously, I may
say in many resmets, for this reason.
that the depression which has existed for
some time past, and which, I am glad to
say, in consequence of the determination
wvhich has been arrived at to go on with

Ithis scheme and the other works which
are in hand, hail begun to give place to a
revival in trade, has now been renewed.
I find that during the last week, the re-
vival which had been created in busines,
and the better feeling which seemed to
exist, have been in a. measure dissipated
again. by the motion brought before -.

House by the hon. member; beet 1e,
after all, the people in commercial circles,
and those engaged in trade, are some-
what mercurial. They awe uip and down
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like a, thermometer; and it takes very
little to cause them to become afraid. that
the depression is coming upon them
again, or that something may cause this
work to be stopped, and that the possible
advantages which may accrue to the
country will not accrue. Therefore, I
think we can all uanderstaind that, while
this matter is hanging over our heads as
it is, it is not doing much good to the
country, and the sooner it is cleared up,
either one way or the other, the better.
I hope there wilt be no difficulty about
it. i. hope that, after this matter is dis-
cussed to-night, it will be the last we shall
heat of it, and that the work will pro-
ceed with all vigour. The hen. member
hi3 alluded to this matter, which is
purely a departmental matter ; but he
said he thought that, whilst thes House
was in session, it should certainly be con-
sulted on the various points in connec-
tion with the tenders, before such tendcrs
were accepted. Now, I should likE to
refer to the course usually followed. We
have had to deal with very large works
in the past-railway works involving the
expenditure, on some of them, of a
quarter of a million of money; but, in
this instance, we are all agreed tha~t the
expenditure is very much greater ;
though. after all, it jq only a question of
degree; and I certainly think that the
House, Ihving agreed to the priucipie
that this work should be put in hand,
ought to have sufficien~t confidence in the
Governument to believe that, in accepting
tenders for a work of this kind, the
Government would follow the course
usually followed, which is, that the lowest
tender, if it is in order, and if the Gov-
ernment are assured that the conditions
implied under the contract are to be car-
ried out, should be accepted. We usuolly
accept the lowest tender in the ordinary
course, without reference to Parliament-
Tenders have been received, and tbe
matter has been looked into in the same
way as it always is. The lowest tender
wvas disclosed, but the tenders above the
lowest, following out the usual course.
were not disclosed ; consequently, we
have decided to take that course in this
instance. Hon. members who have any-
thing to do with contracts will know that.
to disclose all tenders until matters ame
finally disposed of, is not always a judi-

cious; course; on the contrary, it is a
course fraught wvith danger, and probably
with difficulty; therefore the Govern-
ujent have adopted the usual course, and
have decided to agree, provided that all
the conditions are arranged, to accept
tw, tenders. Those tenders are the
lowest; and although it has been stated
that tenders have not been received from
English tenderers, yet I can assure the
House that, in response to the advertise-
merits which were to appear lot
three months in every English speak-
ing country and on the Continent as
wveil, we have received eight tenders,
wvhich hdbeen sent to the Agent General
in England. We have also received in
Western Australia. five tenders ; so that
wye have the respectable, number of 13
tenders for this work. It was found that
the Australiant tenders wvere the lowest in
each instance. The Government took
into consideration the question of decid-
ing the tenders, and with a view of more
clearly putting before the House the rea-
sons which p~rompted them to arrive at
the conclusions they did, I will read from
some nrites prepared by the Enigineer-in-
Chief. wvhich will give sauntbers a full
statement of what has taken place, Of
course we all know it wag intended to call
for- the tenders in two sections, the first

*section being 81.74 miles of welded pipe.
and the second 246.28 miles of rivettEd
pipe:-

The estimate was for 330 miles of spiral
rivetted main pit,. and amounted, elusive
of joints, to £1,097,250. Thirteen tenders in
all were received, eight in Lo-idon -and
five in Western Australia. Of the eight
Landon tenders three were informal, and the
lowest of any of the tenders was higher than
tle lowest of the Australian tenders. T he
lowest of the London tenderers for rivetted
pipes stipulated that the steel should be either
basic or ,cid steel, at tbe option of the con-
tractor. instead of beinu acid steel as srec fled
(basic steel would probably be El per ton
cbeaxer than, acid steel), and it is also stipu-
late that the boles are to be nuncbed instead
of being drilled (puriching is cheiper thani
drilling). Al1 the tenders received in London
for rivetted pipes were for manufacture at
'Midland Junction. but the tenders for welded
pipes were for manufacture in England. 'The
lowest tenders received in Perth were as
follows:-For rivalled pipes, £682,827 3s.
3d,- for locking bar pines, in lieu of welded
pipes. £25.3,355 15s. Od. ;total, £936,182 l8s.
3d. In the last-mentioned tender, however,
there were included 15,415 joint rines, valued
at about 17s. 6d. each, which would amount
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to £13,488 2s. 6dl., and deducting this (as it is
not included in specification and estimate above
mentioned), the case stands as follows: -For
rivetted pipes (Messrs. G. and C. Hoskins),
£682,827 3s. 3d.; for pipes of locking bar
type, alleged to be as good as welded pipes,
exclusive of joint rings, which are included in
tender (Ferguson), £bud,867 12s. 6d. ; total,
£922,694 15s. 9d. Hoskins' tender for rivetted
pipes was for manufacture at 'Midland
Junction, and Ferguson's tender for locking
bar pipes was for manufacture at Falkirk, near
Bayawator. The prices in Hoskins' tender sot
rivettod pipes of 28 feet in length were as
follows: ---3-6in. pipes, £12 12g. 9d, each;
Ain, pipes, £16 5s. ; 5-l6in. pipes, £20 St.
6d. As compared with this, the prices in
Ferguson's tender for the same quantity of
piping, but for the locking bar type of pipe
in p1lace of rivetted pipes, were as follows,
exclusnive of joint rings: -3-6in. pipes, LiaB
each ; Ain. pipes, £17 5s. each ; 5-16m. pipes,
£20 each. The prices in Ferguson's tender for
the locking bar type of pipe, alleged to be
equivalent to welded pipes Ain, thick, in
lengths of 28 feet, were as follows, exclusive
of joint rings: -M6in. diameter, £14 7s. 6d.
each ; 2 ?4in. diameter, £15 7s. 6d. each ; 29in.
diameter, !216 7s. 6d. each. In view of these
prices being so low, and so much uder the
estimate, it was decided it would be better to
have nll the pipes of 30in. diameter, in place
of some of them being 26in. KTin., and 29m.
diameter as specified. This, in conjunction
with the other suggestion, would, by reductioin
of friction, probably result in a saving in cost
,if pumping to the extent of about £10,000
per annum. It was also thought dlesrable if
possible to get Messrs. Hoskins and Ferguson
to combine and supply the whole of the pipes
of the patent lock-bar typo (for which

Mrl. Ferguson holds the patent) at some-
where about Hoskins' prices, or at any rate
somewhere between the prices of the two
firms; as the locking-bar type of pipe is
distinctly much better titan rivetted pipes,
for the measons that, amongst others, there
is much less liabiit'- to leaks, that it is much
stronger for equal wveights, and that the lock-
ing-baur creates much less friction and swirll
in the water than rivet hads do ;and so the
two firms were requested to confer to-
gether, and to send a joint tender accordingly,
which they subsequently did as follows: -
For pipes of thle, patent locking-bar rivetless
type, 30in. internal diameter throughout in
lengths of 28 feet. 3-16in. thick, 23,425 pipes
at £13 10s., £0316,237 10s. ; in, thick, 37,431
pipes at £16 15s., £626,269 6s. 5-l6in. thick,
1.000 pipes at £21, £21,000 total, 61,856
pipes: and total amount, £946,206 15s.
Compuring this with the amount of original
tenders (after deducting value of joint rings)
it would be seen that there was anl increase of
£41,512rmade up asfollows: Value of increasing,
26in. and 27jin. and 29in. pipes to 30Th. pipes
£026,041 ; less difference value of 2.257 5-l6in.
pipes reduced to Ain, pipes at schedule rates,
£t7533 ;total. £18,508. Amount added by
cont,-act.,r for providing 246'28 miles of lock-

*ing-bar pipes in plae of rivetted pipe,
£SZ6,004; tota, £14i,512. Th' e original ten-
ders, excluding joint rings, having been
P174,55 under the estimate, and the revised
combined tender being only 1£41,512 more than
the amount of the original tenders (exclusive
of joint rings) the revised tender was there-
fore still £91o6,043 below the original esti-
isiate. In view of thle fact that there was so
large a margin, and that thcrt was sonrc
little risk in using steel as thin as 6-16in. lot
pipes as large as 30in. in diameter, and also,
moreover, in view of the tact that the life ol
a tin. pipe would be greater that the tle ol
a 3-l6in. pipe, and tiat the 25,425 pipet

ratpeified to be of 3-Il6in. steel could at gse-s
ule rates be all of Air. steel, or £76,131 more,

the contractors were asked to quote as low a
price as they possibly could for the Ain, pipes,
in the event of all the pipes being tin. except
the 1,000 which are to be 5-I6in., with the re-
suit that they offered to supply the whole ol
the pipes required for the contract at rates
as follows: --60,856 pipes jin. thick at £16 10s.,
£1,001,124 ; 1,000 pipes, 5-16in. thick, at £21,
£ P21,000 ; total, 1,025,124. Comparing this
with the amount of previous tender, namely,
£964,207, it will be seen that the differenc
was £60,917, whereas the difierenee in valueIof 23,425 tin, pipes in plece of 3-16in. piles,
at rates of previous tender was £76,131, sc
that it would be seen thnt the contractor had
made a concession of £15,214. Comparing
now the last tender which provides for Larger
pipes and better pipes, and less friction, and
consequently less cost of pumping and
greater durability, with the original estimate,
it will be seen that notwithstanding the at-
tainment of all1 these advantages there is still
a saving as compared with the original esti.
muate of £72,126. The tender of £1,025,124
was therefore recommended for acceptnnce by
the Engineer-in-Chief.
Of course this agreement; entered into is
for equal quantities of pipes to be sup-
plied by the two contractors.

A, Mussiuan: Why wvas not Fulton',
tender accepted.

THE DIREU OlI OF P'UBLIC
WORKS : Fultc' "-as -a long way above
the others.

MRt. GEORGE : Why did you not call for
t enders?

THE
WORKS

DIRECTOll OF PUJBLIC.
We decided not to. 'The state-

ront goes on to say: -
Thle total estimate for pipe main, with

j ints and stop valves and air valves, etc. (ex-
c lusive of the' Labour of laying and jointing,
*nd also exclusive of allocation for depart-
rental charges) being £1,397,000, and tile
umouint of the tender for pipes above recoin-
nended being £1,025,124, the balance left

for joints and stop valves, and air valves, etc..
eras £371,876, and the Engineer-in-Chief be-
lieved there w;ould be a very considerable say-
lug on tile amiount, as the joints and stop
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valves and air valves, etc., required could be
obtained for much less than that sum.
Those are the whole of the particulars in
regard to the prices.

MR. WILSON: Have you not let a con-
tract for joints?

TEE DfIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
WORKS: Yes, at £1 2s. 6d. each. Tem-
ders were obtained from the two cc'ntrae-
tore for the supply of these joint rings.
Mephan Ferguson tendered at 17s. 6d for
joint rings for pipes of smaller diameter
than 30 inches, but it was decided to ac-
cept tenders at £1 2s. 6d. for pipes of
30-inch diameter. It is accordingly spe-
cified, in Mephan Ferguson's contract,
that the width shall be increased an inch,
the cost of production. being thereby in-
creased.

MR. GEORGE: The simple joints are the
best part of the contract.

THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
WORKS: With regard to that, I have
given hon. members the whole of the
facts and reasons which promp)ted the
Government to decide upon these ten-
ders; and we must remember that, al-
though much has been said w~ith regard
to the Government deciding to accept the
tenders, yet these are the lowvest tenders
out of 13 received, 8 of them being
received from different parts of the world,
and all very much higher than these ten-
ders.

MR. GORGE: You never asked anyone
els to tender for that pipe.

THE DIRFECTOR OF PUBLIC
WORKS: The Governmtenat considered
they were acting in the interests of the
country in adopting this pipe ; and, after
all, I think every member will agree that
the price at which this pipe is to be made
under this agreement means that it will
cost more to produce this length of pipe
than a rivetted pipe would cost, for the
reason that the, plates which are to be
used are the length of 28 feet and 4 feet
wide, whereas if we were putting in a
rivetted pipe, the ordinary plates would,
according to the prices current in the cir-
culars of English manufacturers, be the
plates used. Reference has been made
to the circulars issued byv different manu-
facturers in England, as to the prices of
plates; and assuming that the price, no-
cordingz to those circlars, to be £5 18s'
6d. a ton for mild steel plates, which could

be procured with great ease no doubt for
making into pipes, the probability is
there would be some additional cost
caused by the length of plate being 28
feet; so that the price quoted in. these
circulars is not, a fair criterion Of what

Ithe proper price would be if quoted for
pipes of this size. We all know that a-n
increased length involves an increase in
price ; and wvithout going into the ques-
tion of the cost of plates, which we may
take to be £5 18E. 6d. a ton according to
the current quotations, we say that is a
matter for the contractor to see to. It is
provided in the tender that we have to

Ipay £8 5s. a ton for plates put on board,
Iand that is the 'rice we are assured by
the contractor these plates wvill cost; but if
the plates do, not cost Z8 5s. a ton, we will
take care that the price is not going to
be advanced, and as we hanve to take off
7 per cent., that reduces the cost of the
plates to £7 8s. per ton on board, so
that we would advance only on the value
of the plates put on shipboard. We have
to consider also that a change in market
rates might go against us, for if iron, or
steel went up in price, wve should be put in
a little difficulty ; but, as nearly as, we can,
the Government will see that they are to
get full value before any advance is made
0 the contractors. We have agreed to
pay 92 ir per cent. upon the value of the
plates sunulied. I may point out, inL re-
ference to these details, that the contract
has not yet been signed on behalf of the
Government, that only two parties have
signed it as yet, the Government having
one month in, which to sign it; and if
at the end of the month we do not sign

Iit, the contract will be off. If, during
that time, we can see that any detail can
be arranged or mo~dified, -there will be no
difficulty in doing it. I had expected a
wire from London to-night on this mat-
ter ; but it has not come to hand, and I
cannot speak so dt-finitely on it as I hoped
to be able to do. As to the extent of
the advance, we have 7 per cent. off
from the price of shipment at home, also
71 per cent, deducted om the plates de-
livered at Midland Junction. The de-
ductions altogether, under three different
items, reduce the amount payable by t1
a ton taken off by way of retention money,
and this amount is retained until it

Ireaches 5 per cent, of the total amount
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of the contract; so that by the time it
reaches ai per cent., the contractor begins
to receive the balance in full; hut by that
time we shall have £25,000 of retention
muoney in hand for each contract, so that
"e shall be wvell protected. The weakest
point wvill Ihe the first advance, and that
is one in which we must protect the
country, by doing all we can to see that
the value we pay on the plates at home
we must get full value for ; and, if we
find there is a difficulty in regard to the
matter, we can yet determine it witb the
contractor. With regard to the value
of the plates, I may say that every plate
has to be passed and stamped by our own
inspector at homie before we take de-
livery, and has to undergo a most rigid
inspection by our inspector to stand the
tests described in the conditions, before
the plate is handed over to us. We re-
ceive the plates front the mills after the
plates have been passed by our inspector;
consequently we shall be responsible for
the plates fromn the time they are de-
livered, and we do not hold the contrac-
tor resp~onsibile after they are delivered on
shipboard. There is also the hammer
test, which has to he undergone here after
delivery, and if any pipe, when received
here, does not stand the hammer test, it
will be rejected and another will have to
be supplied. The different clauses of
the contract are too lenuthy to go into in
this House.

Ma. MORAN : You reserve your right
to reject bad plates here, when received
from your own contractor, who builds the
pipes.

TH E DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
WORKS: Yes; hut we expect that, if
the plates are pron)erly inspected before
shipment. wve need not be anxious about
the delivery of defective plates here ;but.
if there is nyrthing like duplicity in re-
gard to substitutinu other plates on ship-
board, we have the power at this end to
reject any plate" which do not satiafac-
torilV answer the tests. Ordinarily.
there may not be any reason for rejection

MR. Gsoaos : If you jurist on a goal
brand of plate, there is not likely to he
any cheating on the part of the manu-
facturers.

Tnra DIREClIR. OF PUBLIC
WORKS: We believe we shall get a Erood
plate. With regard to the insurance

question, referred to by the member for
East Coolgardie (Mr. Mloran), he did draw
my attention to the question of handing
thea insurance policy over to the contrac-
tor here. Hon. members know we have
to adopt this course in ordinary business
transactions of the kind, and that goods
cannot lie obtained for delivery unless
some method of handing over to the party
is adopted for the purpose of clearing at
the Customs. That is the ordinary
course taken, and it "'ill be followed here
so as to enable the contractor to get his
plates through the Customs and release
them.

Ma F. MoRan': That is no reason why you
should have the worse end.

THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS.
We know that in ordinary business, things
have to be done through an agent or a
lbank, where material is hypothecated,
and that to release the material a certain
procedure hasto be gone through. I have
already pointed out that, if there is any
thing objectionable in the terms of the
contract, it will be looked into before the
contract is finally signed. In regard to
the question generally, the House having
committed itself to the carrying out of
this work, we should in the ordinary
course have gone on with the construc-
tion of the work, and nothing more would
have been beard of it except as to thc
progress made from time to timne, and I
believe that both this House and ti,'
country would have been satisfied %%ith
that course. But the hon. member x% ho
brought forward this motion has thought
it necessary to say that the confirmation
of the House must first be given before,
the work can proceed. This course. while
causing some delay, will have its advant-
ages, because we are able once Mork' t"
clear the air and bring again before hon.
members the full particulars in regard to
this matter, in which no doubt hon. ruern-
bers feel great interest ; and I think thi
is an. advantage. With regard to the
technical matters, those are question,
which are more for the professional branch
of the department to deal with than for
the Minister. But I think, generally.
provided we see that everything has been
properly done, and thatt we also see that
the wvork is to he in hand and is to he
carried out satisfactorily, that is all the
House really expects the Government to
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do. Much has been said with regard to
the way in which this contract is pro-
posed to be let. As I pointed out just
now, I anm sure-at. least I hope the
House will agree with me--that con-
fidence must be placed in the Government
to accept the contracts. This is the ordi.
nary course of things when a railway is
to be constructed. We do not come down
to the House, and ask whether we are
going to build a railway, after it has beet)
authorised by Parliament. We simply
accept the contract, and the work corn-
mnences. The next thing that we hear or
is that the affair is progressing, and the
House is perfectly satisfied. But here,
it seems to me, there is some doubt as
to what is being done, or what should he
done. As I said just now, I do not know
that course is necessary in this instance;
bitt, having brought the matter before
the House, I say that the full explanation
given, as it has been given, should con-
vince the House that the Government have
only one object in view-to carry out the
work as economically as possible, and to
the greatest advantage. We want to pro-
ceed with the work as quickly as we can:-
and, if we do not proceed with this work
with some despatch, it will be hung up
egain for some time to come, and the re
sdult will be disastrous to this country.
Now, I think we have up to the presenit

so far committed ourselves. by making
a, commencement with different parts of
the work;- and, although it has been
pointed out that delays have ensued. I
think that, in a measure, the obstruction
which has been offered by some hon.
members in this House-

11n. GzontoE: Not obstruction.
Tax DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS:

I take it that the obstruction has been re-
sponsible for the delay. If it had not
been for those delays, the work would
have been further advanced, and we would
have had the whole matter in a more ad-
vanced stage than it is at present, at a
more opportune time. The work would
have been in a fair way to completion.

MAl. LEAsi: You have had two years
in which to get your finances into, a mud-
dle.

Tan DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS:
With regard to the question as to whether
the whole scheme is or is not necessary,
that is a matter that has been dealt with

1 so often that there is no need to say any-
thing about it. But I would like to point
out that ausion has recenitly been made
to what may be termed the conservation
of water on the fields, by people who
stated that all that is necessary is to
dig or provide taks or reservoirs for the
purpose of conserving water. Now, I

1say that the conditions on the goldfielda
are entirely unfavourable to this means of
supplying water. Already the Govern-
ment have expended a, large sum of money
at the request of the people on the fieldsi
for this purpose; and what has been the
result? This year the tanks so fre-
quently alluded to by members of this,

1House a% being overflowing are, some of
them, absolutely dry, whilst others have
very little water in them ; and this, I anm
afraid, will he their condition very fre.
quently; and, if we are to depend on this
source of supply, I am afraid we shall be
depending on a most unreliable source.
Not only have tanks been constructed
around Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie, but

F they have been placed in other positions
*on the fields; and the result has been
*moat uinsatisfactory up to the present
Itime. Of course, we shall have a. time
in the future when there will be the ame

Iheavy falls of rain which we at one time
Iexperienced, and those tanks will be filled

but such seasons only come periodically.
Mn. MorOANS: Once every ten years.
Thn DIRECTOR OF PUB3LIC WORKS:*

To depend on such an uncertain supply
na this points to the fact that, if we in-
tend to do so, there is no possible chance
of prosperity on those fields. What we
want, especially in places like Coolgardie
and K~algoorlie, is a large supply of water.
such as we intend to supply by thk,
scheme; and those who know anything

ofthe districts around Coolgardie and
KRao~ewill hear me put in this. that

there are numbers of mines there which
only require water now to develop them

Iand if we have that water supplied at the
iprice at which it is intended it shall be
supplied, it must be most advantageous
to the whole country. With regard to
the point, of the member for East Cool-
gyardie (Mr. Moran) respecting the distri-

I bution of water, I may say that of course
it has always been stated that this
is a scheme for the conveyance of
water to Coolgardie. The district
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was at one time termed the Cool-
gardie goldfields, and the name has
been retained. Consequently, the differ-
ent centres now existing around the field
were not mentioned in detail in speaking
of the scheme ; but it was always under-
stood that the water would be conveyed
to Kalgoorlie ; and arrangements will be
made, and have been mnade in this con-
tract, if necessary, for the supply of pipes
at the same price per ton, but of a smaller
size if required, for the purpose of having,
a main laid between Coolgm-die and Kad-
goorlie, 'Then again, wve have the ques-
tion of reticulation. That is one, too,
which, no doubt, will receive due consider-
ation when it is necessary to deal with
it.

MR. MORAN: It is the biggest ques-
tion of all.

THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS:
It is at question which will not be lost
sight of because it should be considered
even. at the present juncture. It is one
which requires every consideration, for
we have to distribute the water, even if
we only take it to the outskirts or boun-
daries of the different mnining properties;
and that, I take it, is the proportion of
the work which the Government will have
to carry out, and then it will Le for
the companies to, have their smialler re-
ticulating pipes laid fromt the point to
which we take it to the boundaries
of their properties. These are matters
which are receiving every attention now
from the Engineer-in-Chief, so that we
hav*e not lost sight of the necessity of
making provision, early in the day, for
the distribution mentioned by the hon.
member.

Mia. LEA"S: What allowance has
been made for the contractor's probable
claim for extras on the c-ontract2

THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WOR KS
There cannot be very mnuch in the way oF
extras on a plain pipe.

Mn. LEASE: Cannot thereI You never
biad a contract yet that you did not hare
smothered with extras.

The DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WOR KS:
That is all right.

Ttn PREMIER: There are no extras on
at pipe.

Ma. GEOnoE: Are the joining% to be
Last or wroughtl

THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS:-
They are to be wrought steel-welded.
There is one point I overlooked in regard
to the price of the pipes. The price of
the pipes delivered at Midland Junction
will be £1 3 7s, 8d. at ton. That is about
the price.

MR. MORANS: That is cheap.
THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS:

That is, I consider, a low pnce.
MR. GEORGE: How do you make that

outI
THx DIRE CTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS:

The quantity of pipes delivered there
will amount, to 76,550 tons, and the
price will come out about £13 7s. 8d. per
ton,

MR. GEORGE: That will be right, then.
Tax DI RECTO R OF PUBLIC WOR KS:

There is another point which has been
lost sight of in this discussion ; that is,
the locking-bar which forms a portion of
the pipe, and will require to be separately
manufactured. It will probably cost
vry much more in the samre ratio than
the pipe itself.

MR. MORGNSs: 60 per cent, more.
MR. WILIAON: Nothing of the, sn.
MR. GEORGE: Nonsense,.
Ta DIRECTOR OF PUB1LIC WORKS:

And if it comes into the colony manufac-
*tuired, it will, of course, have to pay the
duty which is payable on any portion or

ithis material when it comes in a comn-
*plete state, therefore, if it is brought in

in~ that way, it will have to pay duty ats a
m'anufactu red article.

MR. ILINOwOETH: Is a. rolled bar a
manufactured article 2

Ai. WiLUo :- It is Pla41n.
THs DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS:.

It will be planed.
MR. OLnnnz: It is; rolled just the same

sw a plae
TanP DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS:

T hardly think there is any necessity for
me to deal further with this question. I
hasve given all the information, I think,
that I can give with regard to it ; and, as
so much. has been said from time to time
in reference to fhe general question, that
ik one which I will leave other hon. nmew-
Ferr. to deil with- I think niv friend, the
mnember for Coolganrdie (Mr. Morgans), is
well able to Place before the House, sAould
the necessity arise, the absolute need for
this wvater Fupply; and I think that!I may

Debate na Tendera.
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conolude my reasons by reading-if it
will not fire hon. member--an extract
from the Golden Age of the 17th August,
written after the matter was previously
decided in this Rouse. When the last
motion was brought before this Reuse,
as to. the question of dealing with this
matter by private, contract, the Age
said : -

As the time draws near for the acceptance
of the tenders for the pipes requ'red for the
Coolzardie water scheme, we naturall* feel
a little anxious that no hitch will occur to
cause delay. There has already been too much
procrastination, owing, in a large measure, to
the obstructive tactics of certain indiv.duals.
If the work were half finished now, as it
ought to be, -we are confident that the cloud
of depression hanging over tine colony would
be showing a break with the light cuning
through. We say depression, because there is
no blinking the fact that business ia slow
end money is scarce. Yet, if the water sch~me
were well in hand, we repeat that we believe
things would be on' the mend. Under the
present dreary wait, we cannot hope for a re-
turn of briskness and enterrise; and the
chances are that we shall not see this desirable
state of things for some time yet. There
are any number of good "~shows" in the dis-
trict, hut capitalists are disinclined to touch
them, simply because they du not me any im-
mediate prospect of cheap and large extraction
of gold. Even the mines which are equipped
with batteries are hampered by the lack of
water; and although some of ten have laid
down two, three, or four miles of pipes, the
supply is unsatisfactory and uncertain, It ist
an axiom of mining that you must have cheap
and abundant water, and it is apparent to a
novice that l0dwt. and l5dwt. ore will not pay
when, in addition to various other impositions,
water baa to he purchased at so much per
hundred gallons. On this subject it is amlusung
to read the curiosities of eastern critics, who
do not understand the conditions under which
we are living. The other day we noticed that
one of thene writers emphasised a condenma-
tion of the water scheme by stating that the
-people would never consent to pay 3s. 6d. per
1,000 gallons. When it is reniember-d that
at this moment a thousand vallous of water
costs £3 5s. in Coolgardis, £5 at Kalgoorlie,
and £6 at itanowna, the absurdity of saying
that we would not pay 3s. 6d. for' that quan-
tity must stand out as an opinion'tel silhouette.
The mocst economical family uses 100 gallons
per week, which, at 6s, 6d., represents £11,
l8s, a year. At 39, 6d., the same quantity
would cost 24s. 6d ; so that, if the con-
simmer doubled the aonsumpt'on, the outlay
for a tmre!va-month would only- amount to
£2 9&. These E-'stern critics talk as if it
were an irrigrationm scheme; but the, only irri-
gation likely to be undertaken is tiat con-
nected with' the dilution of whisky, and that
will not rn into a h~avv~ tax. We can assure
the Government, the Parliament, and all who)m

it may concern, that the people of the gold-
fields will Isd delighted to get water at 5s.
6d., or even 5s. per thous-nd 'alcn-.

MRs. WILSON : Who is the writer?
THE DIRECTOR OF PU BLIC WORKS:

It is from the Goldea Age.
Mn.IMORAN: That paper baa since died,

from failure of the heart's action.
THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS:

I think those who know the fields will
ngree with this extract. Another thing
we must remember is that we have s ient
a large sum of money in having public
works carried out on the fields.

Mn- Ln.4.xs: Is that a Coolgardie or
Kalgoorlie paper?

Tun DJIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS:
A Coolgardie paper. It may be interest-
ing to hon. members to know that, un to
date, out of consolidated revenue, about
.Z800,000 has been expended upon the
eastern gold fields, in public works in
diff erenrt parts of the fields, and upon rail-
W~ays an amount of £9915,000 has been
t-xpended.

Mn. ILUiNowoRTH:- That is loan money.
THEs DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WOARS:

So the expenditure up to date has been
something like £1,700,000 upon thes
fields :n connection with railwv9v and
other public works. After the Govern-
tiient have expended so larger an amount
upon these fields, surely we are not going
to back down when we have come to this
important turning point; but rather we
will decide to go on with the scheme, and
to add still further to the wealth bf these
fields by following up those great enter-
prises we have undertaken withi this
work which is so important in the in-
terests of the fields. I think there are,
nrt two, omin ions about it. We have
every e'~1dence that the work is moat ne-
01cIFsarv and all I 'can -*say is
that the sooner the House disposes of this
motion and allows the Government to
proceed with the work, the sooner we
shall rean the advantage of the enterprise
shown by the people, and indicate the
confidence this House has in the country,
and in its prosperity.

MR. CONNOR (East Kimberler' ): It
will be in the memnoryv of somne members
that I was one of the first to move in
the matter, of the necessity of a water
suTply to the eastern goldfields, when I
proposed here that artesian boring
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should be tried. Unfortunately that at-
tempt has failed, and the next best
thing under the necessities that exist is
the scheme before the Rouse. I was not
in favour of this scheme some time ago,
but within the last fortnight I have had
a trip to the eastern goldflelds-
Kanow-na, IKalgoorlie, and Coolgardie-
and it came home to me that if we can-
not supply the eastern goldfields, not
only for three or six months but for the
whnole year, with the water necessary to
carry out the crushing operations, there
will be a collapse in this colony. It
amounts to this: are we or are we not
going to have wages paid to a large
wage-earning populationl Iif we have
not a water supply there, we will be a-ble
probably in a good season to keep the
population the same as at present for a
few months; but after the rainfall, and
the water Conserved from the rainfall
has been exhausted there, what are the
people to do,? If this scheme can be
carried out-and we have the opinion of
our Engineer-in-Chief, and of a very im-
portant board of engineers in London,
that it can-and if we are able to sup-
ply Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie and the
eastern goldfields, generally with plenty
of water for crushing purposes, I
say, no matter what the risks are, it is
our hounden. duty to save the country
by undertaking those risks. Outside
Coolgardie, within a radius of a few
miles, I think I counted 23 mines that
are shut down.

Ma. Ououon: For want of gold or
water?7

Ma. CONNOR: Want of water. If
those 23 mines, could be supplied with
water so that they could crush through-
out the year, how much would it add to
the population of the colony, not only in
regard to the peorple working on the mines,
but families, that would come here? I will
not take up the time of the House, be-
cause all the details have been discussed
over and over again. But I repeat that
if it is possible to obtain the necessary
supply of water, we should do so. I
do not think the member for East; Fre-
mantle (Mfr. Holmes) is serious in ask-
ing the House to delay this scheme. 7
am sure before the clock strikes the hour
of midnight, we will hear him get up
and say he is sorry he introduced the

motion. I am satisfied that if he does
not do so, he would wish to, hut pos-
sibly his sense of modesty may prevent
him from saying, "I ami sorry I brought
this forward, and I would withdraw it
if I could.1" I am certain that he, be-
ing the representative of a large por-
tion of the labourers. of this country,

would be the last to block the scheme,
wvhich, I say, will be, or ought to be,
almost the salvation of the mining in-
dustry.

Ma. GEORGE (Miurray): I must say
I am pleased indeed that the Director
of Public Works has made it possible
for us to meet together with a feeling
of regret that there has been any fric-
Uion between us. With regard to the
question before the House, I really do
nob think members will be found top sub-
scribe to the principle laid down by the
member who has just spoken, who avers
that no matter what risks may stare
us in the face, we must go on with the
scheme because, we are pledged to it.

Mn. CONNOR: I did not sa~y that, I
said, because it was necessary.

MnR. GEORGE: I do not think what I
said was an unfair deduction from the
remarks of the hon. member. At any
rate, I have no desire to be unfair. One
may speak rather generally on this mat-
ter irrespective of the Coolgardie water
'scheme. Surely if Parliament in its

wisdom. some time ago, or even now,
decided upon a scheme, and subsequent
events occurred which made it undesir-
able tha the scheme should be gone, on
with, it would, at any rate, be well for
us to pause, and not to say that, no mat-
ter what risks stared us in the face, we
should proceed with the undertaking. I
may bring the matter down to a level'
which is. perhaps more within our ken
than the Coolgardie water scheme. Sup-
posing anyone thought his business pro-
gressing profitably, and he desired to
obtain some conveniences regarding per-
sonal affairs, hut suddenly discovered
that, from some cause, the money at his
disposal was not so rest as hie had
imagined, it would be consistent and
prudent of him to look the position in
the face, and put off what he had in-
tended to carry out.

Af&st CoNzoR: Suppose he killed himself
b~y it?

Debale on Tenders.
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Mas. GEORGE: Suicide is not. allowed
by law, and I think the hon. member is,
like myself, too full-blooded to commit
suicide, either politically or personally.
With regard to the remarks of the Direc-
tor of Public Works, I must say he has
gone very fully into the subject; and the
only matter, or at least one of the matters,
for regret is that it is impossible for memn-
ber-s to form anything like a just opinion
upon such a mass of figures, unless they
have an opportunity of studying them.
I do not wish members to infer for a
single moment that these figures have
been got ready for the occasion. I take
it that they aire honest figures, and that
they are figures by which the department,
at any rate, will have to be judged as the
scheme goes on. I also take it that if this
House in its wisdom decides that the
scheme shall continue, it will be :mpers-
tive upon every member of this House,
or any future House, if at all patriotic,
to help the Government of the day in for-
wardiing it. When we have decided em-
phatically upon a matter, we should act
shoulder-to-shoulder to push the thing
forward, whatever our fears, and whatever
the consequences may be. I am free to
confess, with regard to the type of pipe,
that if it has been proved to the satis-
faction of the engineers, that the present
type of pipe, known as the Ferguson type,
is the best-that is, that it will fulfil the
conditions, and is Dot likely to break or
burst under the pressure put upon it-and
other things of a practical nature have
been fulfilled, the Government are wise
in adopting a pipe by which friction has
been reduced to a, minimum.

MR. MonoANs9: What is your opinion?
MR. GEORGE: My opinion about that

pipe is that, if the locking part will resist
th--i pressure, and if provisions for dealing
with expansion and contraction are pro-
perly carried out, it is, with the exception
of the welded pipe, the best pipe I have
ever seen. It would be less than just if
I did not say that. If the enzineers are
satisfied on that point, We cannot go
against it. Where I do join issue on with
regard to this matter is that the Govern-
ment called for tenders for certain pipes,
and accepted tenders for others. It may
be a better pipe, and I believe it to be so,
if it will stand the tests of which I have

spoken; but, at the sme time, if the de,
pertinent decided that this was the pipe
they wvould obtain, their only honourable
course would have been to invite tenders
throughout the world for that pipe.

Tim PREMIsER: That pipe was patented
here.
hMa. WILSON: The question is whether

'the pipe is good or not.
MR. GEORGE: I have not risen on

this Occasion to attempt to pick flaws in
the scheme, but to give expression to an

i opinion which I think my experience gives
me a. right to. I believe I ami the only
person in the House engaged in con-
tracting f or iron-work, with which I
have been connected since I left school ;
and if, during that time, I have gained

Ianything, it has not only been the respect
Iof my employers, but respect among other
people who contract. I may not have the
respect of the House, but I will endeavour
to earn it.

At 6.30 p.m. the SPEAnn left the chair.

* At 7.30 the SnsAE resumed the chair.

MR. GEORGE (resuming): In mly
*previous remarks, I was replying to a
question put by the member for East
Kimberley (Mr. Connor) as to what is my
opinion of this, pipe. My answer is that,
if the pipe fulfils the conditions of perfect
safety, freedom from bursting and from
leakage, it is about the best pipe I know
of, with the exception of the welded kind.
It is only just to say that. In dealing
with this matter from the point of view
stated by the mover of this motion, it is
really taking a new departure in connec-
tion with ca-ling for tenders for any work
authorised by Parliament, that the tend-
ers received should be adjudicated upon
practically by the Parliament of the coun-
try. That is a course which should not
be countenanced, if ther were not some
great question of principle at stake. If
it were a question of an ordinary contract
in connection with the construction of a
railway or other large work, and that it
was incumbent on the House to criticise
the details of the tenders submitted, then

Ithe position would be intolerable to mein-
hers of this House, because to do so with
advantage to the country would require
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that the qualifications of members of
Parliament must be considerably enlarg-
ed, and they Ought properly in such a
case to pass an examination in the man-
ner Of conducting commdrcial businebFs
end with regard to the carrying out of
large works under contract ;otherwise
the criticisms would deal only with gem-
tralities, and there could he no practical
result. But I understand the reason why
the mover orf this motion has raised the
question in this form was that this great
scheme might go forth once more with
the distinct appr~val of this House ; and
if thought desirable that the schewe
should be delayed or be further consider-
ed, the House should have the opportun-
ity to take that course. When the hon.
member brought forward his motion in
that way he was justified, in my opinion,
and was acting within his rights: there-
fore I think it was niot right on
the part of any bon. member, however
exalted his position, to ask what qualifi-
cations the mover had tar arresting O1tis
work and insisting on criticitng it
afresh, or what inandatehe had f.r taking
upon himesif the raising of this npr
taut question again. I say that in
maitters of this, kind we stand on an tqual
platform in this House. thatt the Pn~micr
iA simply one memiber amongst other
memibers, and that It is not right for any
lnemlber to throw stones at another mem-
ber when acting within the rights which
belontz to every member of this House.
If there is no ther result from this motion
than that the House wilt decide to go
forward with the scheme, then the de-
hate cannot he considered to have been
anything but useful:. because we have
had laid before usp by the Director of
Public Works some statistics and figures
-which are intercstintz and will be
useful for future reference as the work
proceed.s, and they will show the position
that Parliament to)-day takes with regard
to the scheme. If the motion were car-
ried, I take it that the Premier would
abandon the scheme. It follows natur-
ally. on Ito other hand that, it the
motion he defeated, the Premier will have
got the Figa manual of Parliatment once
more to go aheaFd with the scheme.
Therefore there should be no, crumbling
about the course which has. been taken
in raising the question again on this

motion. It has been said that we bare
no-t the money to carry out the sciiem&
and fulfil our other obligations. The
Premier does Dot say he has the mnon .w,
fur though he savs he has a million and
a quarter available, he forgets to tell its
it baa been necessary during, the last itw
weeks to, reappropriate no less than
£470,000 from other works for the iur-
pose of carrying on certain undertadingrs.
Therefore, so far as the independent morn-
hers. of this House arc concerned, we have
nothing to warrant us in concluding th.'t
the £4i70,000 reappropriated a few weevs

Iag.) is the end of the reappropriation, so
far as loan muoneys uinder the control of
the Government are concerned. We
have no such guarantee; and, seeing that
is so, and I do not think it can be dis-
puted, I say we have a right to view the
situation carefully before we finally taka
a plunge; because the effect must be, if
the scheme is not successful, that it will
place a, milltone of debt upon this small
population; but if, on the other haul,
the scheme does succeed, A may probably
renae the sanguine expectations which
the Premier has again placed before us.

IDealing with the conditions of tendere, I
cannot see why. in the drawing up of :he
conditions, there should ha a departure
from the usual conditions under which
contracts itre let and tenders called for
in the other colonies, and that a cash de-
posit of substantial amnount should Lot.
be insisted upon. We art told that the
two lowest tenderers have to enter
into a perso)nal bond to carry out
their contracts. I have nothing to say
against the probity or the financial status
of either of the two contracting firms;
and I think it only fair to say that, if
they undertake the work, they will be
likely to carry out their contracts whether
at cash deposit is insisted on or not, be-
cause, apart from their known sitanding
a,; manufacturers, they have a very fair
thing in these contracts, and no, one will
begrudge them of it. But I fail to, see
why the usual conditions should not have
been carried out.

Tun PRanm: it is not usual in this
countrv.

MR. GEORGE! The right hon. gentle-
*manl alwsys has a way of putting things
off, by satyinw it is not done in thisi place
or not in the, Other, just to suit his case.
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Western Australia is more important to
me than England. This scheme invclves
contracts for large amounts; and natur-
ally those who have to carry out the mak-
ing of these pipes will have to put dcwn
expensive plant and erect expensive build-
ings in the colony. That is undeniable.
At the same time, the Government have
no lien upon the plant-none whatever;
and if it should happen to suit the book of
either of those contractors to aban-
don their undertaking-

Tnx PREMIE: It would be ours. We
have a bill of sale over it.

MR. GEORGE: That is not stated i n
the tenders, or in the conditions of con-
tract.

TaxE PREMIER: It is always done.
Ma. GEORGE: Let us know what is

done now. It is not in these conditions
of contract.

THE PREMIER: You are not sure of that.
MR. GEORGE: It is not there.
THE PREMIE: One place specified is

our own land ;and, in respect of the
other, we already have a conveyance of
the land.

MRs. GEORGE: If the Premier has par-
ticulars in his possession which he has
not thought fit to put before the House
until they are dragged from him, I can
understand the situation. Speaking
from my point of view, and I think I have
had far more experience in contracting
than Ane Premier-

THE PREMIER: Oh, we will look out.
MR. GEORGE: Oh, the right hon. gen-

tleman will look out. If the House wants
my opinion, I will say straight that I
would like to have a share in those con-
tracts; and, if so, I could break through
those conditions of contract easily and
successfully.

HON. S. BURT : Why did you not
tender7

MRs. GEORGE: The Director of Pub-
lic Works will perhaps be able to answer
that question. When the debate has
proceeded a little further, I will be able
to answer it also.
Tax PaRMIER: Let us have it.
MR. GEORGE: Oh, you shall know. I

always notice that if any member of this
House is getting what we vulgarly term
"home" on theoPremier, the righit hon.
gentleman squirms.

Tax PREMIR: Not at all. You cannot
do it..

inh. GEORGE: If any hon. member
does not know what "squirm" is, he now
has an opportunity of seeing the right
hon. gentleman "squirm!' as he walks
out of his seat. I wats saying that I see
no reason why the ordinary conditions
of contract should not have been carried
out. If it is necessary, in the case of
a railway contract extending to X50,0
or £100,000, to impose stringent condi-
tions on the contractor, surely in a mat-.
ter of this sort, on which the existence
of the country as a whole is
staked, and on which the existence of
Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie ad the neigh-
bouring places aire doubly staked, surely
there should be no possibility of spy
loophole for any mistake with regard to
the carrying out of this contract. I
believe even the Premier, when he is
not squirming, wvill agree with mue on
that. Now, there is a condition in this
.contract with regard to the retention
money ; and f have no hesitation in
saying that there is no more unjust thing
that I know of in connection with a con-
tract Ithan going in for this retention
money. It is unjust for the contractor;
it is unfair to the person who lets, the
contract; and it wvill be far more fair,
and far better, if a cash deposit is
required; and, if the cash deposited at
the start bof the contract is sufficient,
there is no necessity for this retention
money. And I will tell the Premier,
who, of course, knows nothing about it,
that, as far as this retention money is
concerned, it is always duly provided for
in the making up of a contract. It has
been stated by some hon. members, and
aklso, by some of the newspapers, that the
contractors are Likely to make a, big
profit out or the pipes at £8 5s. per
ton. Now, I do not think it is pos-
sible for any of the newspapers in ques-
tion, or any members of this House, to
be able to tell what profit, if any, the
contractors will make on the plates.
Aniyone whel has 'been connected with
the iron trade, and has had to buy
quantities of plates, wvill know that iron
works which are capable of rolling steel
plates 2Sft. by 4ft., which necessarily
means that a plate must be rolled S0ft.
by 4ft. 6in. so that it may, be ulti-
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wately sheared to its proper size, are
few and far between; and, moreover, the
quality of material which is to be used
in the manufacture of these plates, so
as to retain the heat whiile they are be-
ing rolled out to that large size, must
be so good that ordinary material would
be of very little service. Anyone who
has had practical experience with regard
to iron manufacture will agree with me
on that, It is possible and probable
that, in connection with these plates,
these gentlemen may have a profit of
say from 10s. to 15s. per ton; and, if
they do have that, it is not an unfair
amount of profit in connection with the
quantity of material they have to deal
with. Therefore on that point, at any
rate, I am not inclined to severely criti-
cise the Government. But I think, if,
after having gone into the matter, they
find that £8 5s. is too much-if they can
readily ascertain it, they would be act-
ing wisely if they got that £8 b. reduced
to what they think is a fair thing. I do
not say they ought to cut it down to
bed rock, because I do not think that
would be just to the contractors, who, if
they go, to the trouble of making the
contracts for the supply of these plates,
are entitled to a fair share of the profits.
Coming to the question of freight, I do
Dot think it is such a big item as has
been made out. If you take the ordinary
sailing ship freight, or steamer freight,
for the matter of that, you are not likely
to get it under 22s 6d. or 25a. per ton ;
and it must be remembered that the
throwing of from 70,000 to 80,000 tons
of freight upon the shipping market at
home is not likely to be conducive to
low freights: it is more likely to have
a tendency to harden the market. But,
even supposing that only 22a Gd. or 26s.
has to be paid, there are primage, and var-
ious other expenses, which will make
the total freight about SOs& per ton ;
then add to- that l0s. 8d., representing
railage and wharfage at Fremantle, and
the stacking at Midland Junction, which
is worth about 2. 6d. per ton, and all this
comes to £2 5s. 2d. ; therefore the differ-
ence between that and £,2 10s, is not
great. It is simply a fair working
margin of profit. I am trying to approach
this, if I possibly can, from an 'unpre-
judiced point of view, and it seems to

me that is not an unfair amuount to
allow; and if the conditions of contract
with regard to the deposit are such that
there can be no question at all that
the contractors will carry out their con-
tracts, and make those pipes and deliver
them on the sites'as they are required,
I do not see that we need have much
more to say on the matter. But I would
like to point out that the price per ton
of these finishea pipes, we ore told by
the Director of Pu lic, Works, is £13 7s.
8d. ; and thavt the quantity is 76,650
tons. Well, if you take from £13 Vs.
Sd. the sum of £10 l5s., which is the
amount to be paid under this contract,
that leaves you the sum of £2 12s. 8d.
per ton to manufacture the pipes, pro-
vide buildings and plant, pay wages, and
make a profit. That is the margin left.
And if you take that rate on the 76,650
tons, it gives you the sum of £201,581
out of which is to come the erection of
buildings, the providing of plant, depre-
ciation, wages, interest, and profit. Now
what does that leave for us? What is a
fair item to take for that, to say what is
going to be spent for wages 1 I think it
is not unfair to say that if you take 25
per cent. of that £201,000 off to provide
for those wages, profit, and all, that is
only £560,000 ; so, I amn not allowing them
very much profit, because, when you take
plant and buildings and depreciation out
of it, that leaves us £150,000 to be paid
in wages for the manufacture of these
pipes. Now, the point I amn endeavour-
ing to make, and will make, is this: the
Premier has told us-and he is no doubt
sincere, but I do not think he has had
these figures put before him in this way
-he has told us that this scheme will
give an immense amount of employment
in Western Australia-s4uch an amount
that it will practically dissipate the
dulness that we now have in business.
I hope it will do so; but I want to point
out that the aniount spent in wages upon
this scheme is not nearly so much as he
thinks.

Ta Pasui: What about the laying
of the pipes I

MR. GLO RGE : I will come to th at if you
will wait. There is L150,000 wages- f(,r
making the pipee. For the laying, jointing,
including excavation and filling up, there is
X200,000; for making reservoirs there
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is £70,000, which will not be all wages,
probably about £50,000 will be wages;
and then there iA laying the distributing
mains-cost of laying estimated at
1170,000; and, if you take £50,uuiQ of
that for wages, that is a very fair margin.
That is a grand total of £470,O0J for
wages; and that is all the. wages Of the
Coolgardie wvater scheme; and reolle..t,
this sum is to spread over something- like
three years. That means £150,000 Fer
annum. Hon. members must know tLat
in our large timber concessions-or say
two of them-the amount of wages paid
almost equals this. Take anything like a
large railway contract-the Cue or Mul-
lewa contract.-the amount, of wages paid
in connection with those contracts is
nearly as much as this £150,000 a year
which has to be spent on the Coolgardie
water scheme; therefore it is scarcely
accurate-that is a mild way of putting it
-it is scarcely accurate to argue that we
must carry out the scheme because the
amount of wages that has to be spent will
regenerate Our present dulness of trade,
and make Western Australia flourish.
There is another little matter to which I
want to refer: that is with regard to the
one and a quarter millions of cash we are
supposed to have in hand. We are sup-
posed to have available something like a
million, of money for this water scheme ;
and we also have on hand, as against that,
a million of Treasury bills that have to be
met next year; and, if I understand the
right hon. gentleman correctly, that mil-
lion of Treasury bills will have to be met
by another loan; and by that time, or
shortly afterwards, it will be necessary
to raise a further loan in connection with
this Coolgardie, water scheme. Now,
though I do not wish to powe as a finan-
cier, it seems Lo me that, within the next
two or three years, we will have to go to
the London market, or somewhere eke,
for something like two or three millions
of money to carry us on

MR. ILLINGWORTH: Mfore than that.
MR. GEORGE: Well; you know the

figures better than I do; but say between
two and three millions. And what price
are we likely to have to pay? If I under-
stand rightly, we will have to pay a very
substantial discount on that large amount
of money in order to get cash to keep o,r
credit square.

MS. MORGANS: About 6 per cent. dis-
count.

Me. GEORGE: Well, £6 upon £100,
when it runs into millions, is a big thing.

A. Mnsssu: That is a. low rate of
interest.

MR. GEORGE: Even if it were only
1 per cent., the sum would be consider-
able. If you get only 91 sovereigns out
of 100, you have only 94 to spend instead
of 100. We have a right to look at the
matter in all its aspects; but I will leave
the financial points to members who under-
stand them better. The member for East
Coolgardie (Mir. Moran) spoke about a
meeting at Kalgoorlie at which, as far as
one could understand, there were repre-
sentatives from all parts of the goldfields.

MR. MoitoAxs: All except Coolgardie.
M. GEORGE: Apparently the5 were

the chiefs of representative bodies. These
men should receive a very great check
from the inhabitants of the goldfields
towns, which should be quite as outspoken
as was the member for the particular dis-
trict (Mr. Moran), and as I have no doubt
will be the opinion expressed by the mem-
ber for Coolgardie (Mr. Morgans). We
are pledging our credit and raising our
money for the purpose of giving what the
goldfields people say they need; and this
is not the time to talk about separation
and flouting the Government and the Par-
liament of the country. The member for
East Coolgardie has been man enough to
say that Parliament has dealt generously
with the goldfields, and I am, of opinion
that he Maid nothing but the truth in con-
nection with the matter. I assert, not
only on my own behalf but for a number
of members, that Parliament will
always act generously towards the gold-
fields, so Long as they act justly towards
the other parts of the colony. Whatever
our differences may be, we try to act fairly
to the colony, and certainly to the gold-
fields, which have been the main factor
of our prosperity. But when there comes
this talk about separation, I think mem-
bers should put their considering cap on,
and say, "If these men are fair representa-
tives of the goldfields, are we justified in
carrying out the scheme?" I am sure the
member for Coolgardie is not in accord
with the persons who, were at that meet-
ing. I have thought it necessary to give
expression to my view on that subject.
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Little remains for me to say except that
from the time I joined this House I have
always set my face against party Govern-
ment. and if there is one thing which this
session has shown more than another it
is the evil of party Government. We
know perfectly well that the last vote on
this subject was taken, not on the ques-
tion of the Coolgardie water scheme, but
on that of keeping the present Occupants
of the Treasury bench in their seats.
Whilst I have not the slightest ill-feeling
towards the Premier, or any of his col-
leagues-for I recognise they ,'r0

honourable and honest men, trying to do
their best according to their lights-I say,
when it comes to an important question
like this, we should be able to exercise our
independence and judgment, and not be
told that if wve do so, and the vote goes
against the Government, the Government
will resign. Although in the last debate
I was prepared to keep the right hen.
gentleman in his place, I think the time
has come for us to consider whether, in
keeping him there, we are not paying too
heavy a price for the country to bear.
The cost of this scheme, and other schemes
placed before the country, in regard to
which we have been treated with threats
of resignation, amounts to something like
£3,000,000 or £1C,000,000, and there is
no man in Western Australia whom it Will
pay this colony to keep in office at such
a price. This, to my mind, Shows the
utter farce of attempting to have party
Government. For my part, if it is neces.-
sary to keep the right hon. gentleman
in his place, or necessary that he should
draw the emoluments of office, I would
be prepared to vote for a permanent sum
of L25,000 to he invested in English con-
sole for the purpose, if that were needed,
-J do not think it is needed, but I put
before members the question of the pro-
stitution of their understandings, ax~d the
threat that unless- they vote in the way
the Government wish, the Government vii
resign. It is asking the country to place
a value on the right hen. gentleman of
between £3,000,000 and £-4,000,000.
which I do not think he would fetch if he
were put up to auction. In conclusion, I
have simpl -y to Bea I shall not vote for
the scheme to-night, for the simple reason
that I do not believe it prudent to do so.
I believe the scheme can be carried out

as far as engineering is concerned, and
that the water can be got to Coolgardie;
but at the present stage of our financial
affairs, and viewing the situation as
broadly as I can, I do not think I would
be right in voting for the acceptance of
these tenders. If the circuistancesof the
colony 'vere the same as two years ago,
when things were booming and we had
plenty of money, I should have less hesi-
tation about this scheme ; but when I
record my vote, it will be simply on
account of the position of the finances of
the colony, and not because I am against
the scheme.

AMENDMENT PROPOSED.

MR. MORGANS (Coolgardie) : I have
an amendment to propose, although I in-
tend first to speak to the motion before
the House. I would like to say, before
dealing with the question at issue, I re-
gret it has been found necessary for a
member sitting so near to me on this
side of the House to propose a vote of
want of confidence in the Government.

.The motion which the hon. member has
introduced cannot be classified in any
other way, and I would like to congratu-
late the member for Albany (Mr. Leake)
on having Such a worthy supporter on
this side of the Chamber. I hope if the
motion is lost, the member for Albany
will not feel that the member for Fre-
mantle has not done his level best. The
member for East Fremantle stated in his
speech, I believe-although I had not the
pleasure of listening to it-that he con-
sidered this House had a right to inter-
fere with the letting of this contract. I
think it is quite clear to the minds of all
members present that such is not the
usual course, to say the least of it; and,
so far as this particular instance is con-
cerned, it must be admitted that the Goy-
erument have been authorisedf on two oc-
casions, by a special vote, to carry out
this work.' They are armned with a, full
athority in every sense of the word to

carry it out, yet now the hon. member
suggests that the calling for tenders or
acceptance of contracts is a concern which
this House should have a -further power
of interference in.

Ma. LnnK: Altered circumstances.
MR~. MORGANS: My friend says "al-

tered circumstances," but I do not know
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where they are. I amn not aware of any
myself; but, supposing the circumstances
are altered, I contend that when once the
House authorises the Government to do
a, certain work, the Government are per-
fectly justified in carrying it out; and it
is not reasonable to suggest that the
House should take any part in the ques-
tion of letting these contracts. The hon.
member said, in the latter part of his
speech, that he wished to delay the carry-
ing out of this scheme. It is something
to know that he only wishes to delay it,
and does not want to kill it altogether.
On behalf of the goldfields I beg to tender
the warmest thanks of the inhabitants
to one of the members for Fremantle
for being good enough to assert that he
does not wish to kill the scheme, but only
wishes to delay it. I am sure they will
be very thankful to know he has no such
sinister designs upon this important work.
upon which their life and energy so, much
depend. But, when the hon. member
tells us he only proposes to delay the work,
he reminds me of a person who invited
people to a repast and put before them
empty plates, afterwards congratulating
them upon what they had been able to
get, and upon the way in which they had
enjoyed themselves. Nobody knows bet-
ter than the hon. member that if this
scheme is once delayed, and if once the
Government are prevented from carry-
ing out this contract, or from accepting
tenders for these pipes, and putting- this
great work in hand, it will never be carried
out, at least for many years to come;
and notwithstanding his assurance that
the object he has in view is only to delay
the work, I am sure that as a practical
man of the world, ha must see and under-
stand that the position he takes up in
this matter will, if he is successful, mean
the death of this scheme at~ least for a
considerable time. I do. not consider it
needful for us to debate any further
whether or not this scheme is required,
for so many clear proofs have been
brought before us as to its absolute ne-
cessity. Its necessity has been, abund-
antly proved. If the- hon. member will
For one moment reflect upon his position
as member for Fremantle, he will, I think,
realise that the attitude he takes up with
regard to this water scheme is inconsis-
tent. The hon. member desires to lead

this House to believe that his sole
reason for trying to kill the scheme -'s
that he considers the finances of the
country are in such a state that they will
not justify going on with it. I am not
prepared to accept that position, nor that
argument, because I noticed the other
nighbt that when a question arose as to
apportioning £150,000 out of loan
moneys to the purpose of carrying out
the Fremantle harbour works, the bon,
member did not raise the slightest objec-
tion. That overpowering spirit of
economy now exhibited against this
water scheme was entirely absent that
night. When it becomes a, question of
pouring out hundreds of thousands upon
Fremantle everything is all right, and the
hon. member has no objection. what-
ever to any amount of expenditure on be-
half of chat port. If his intentions are
really what he would lead us to believe,
he should have, raised some objection to
the expenditure of £150,000 on further
works at Fremnantle harbour because it
is possible to do without that expenditure
at the present time.

MRa. ILLINOwoRTH: The work has been
begun.

MR. MORAN' So has the Coolgardie
water scheme,

MR. MORGANS: We are told the har.
bor works are so far advanced that actuz-
ally German steamers are arriving in the
port.

MR. DonaaRrY: A pity they were not
British.

MR. MORGANJS: I am quite prepar-
ed to admit that further expenditure on
the Frem antle harbour works is equally
desirable; but if menibers are going .a
for a policy of economy, then I say that
further expenditure on even that import-
ant work might have been delayed for one
or two years, because the port has been
sufficiently improved to make it of use
to the colony. Therefore, if we are nit
going on this principle of economy, I
would like the member for East Fremiani-
fle to be a little more consistent in h-,5
position, and when questions ariser re-
garding the expenditure of money I would
like him to see that other places as well
as Fremantle deserve some considers-
tion at the hands of the Governm~ent. If
economising is to be done, let it he car-
ried out all round in a fair way. The
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hon. member tells us this scheme isgoing
to end in disaster. I would like to ask
him whether he means from an engineer-
ing point of view, or a financial one.

X.n. HOLMS: Financial.
MR. MORGANS. With regard to the

engineering part of the argument, the
House has been satisfied for months, and
even for years, that the, scheme is quite
preaticable. Turning to the financial
'part, the hon. member has said that from
this point of view the scheme will be a
disaster. It could be a, disaster only if it
did not realise the anticipations of the
Government.

,N1q. (ILIMOGWOSLTH: SUPPOSing we
could not get it finished?

Mit. MORGANS: That is not a finan-
cial question. I do not recognise it ad
such.

MR. JLLINGWORTH: I do.
MiL MORGAINS:- The hon. membher

asks a. question which seems. to have no
point in it whatever. We assume and WL
know the credit of the c >ony is so good,
that it is firmnly and well established in
London, and in every part of the world,
notwithstanding all that may be said to
the contrary in this House;- and we know
that, with a history of not many years
of commerce and trade, with a gold-
mining industry that is only some six
ye old, this colony is now placed in
the proud position of being the greatest.
gold-producing colony on this continent.
A. colony with a population of 170,000
people can borrow in London on nearly
the same ternms as the great colony of
New South Wales, which has a, much
larger population, which has a, revenue of
something like 10 millions per annum,
and which has been established something
like a century.

MR. IuLINowoam: But what is the
debt?7

MR. MORGANS: It has a, public debt
averaging about the same rate per head
a the debt of this colony.

THE Pamun: That is it.
Mn. M0ORG0ANS: I say that no hon.

member can assert that the credit of this
country is not well established, in the
face of the fact that we can actually bor-
row money in the London market on
practically the seime terms as the oldesn
colony on this continent. What better
proof can this House or can anyone de-

sire, than the fact I have stated]I I re-
member that, in the first speech I had
the honour of making in this Assembly,
I said it was unreasonable for this colony
to expect to borrow money at .3 per cent.,
and I say that now. If this colony can
borrow money even at 4 per cent., or3J
considering the circumstances. of the
colony at the present time, we shall be
doing very well. The fact that we can
borrow at 3 per cent. with a minimum of
92 is a proof that the credit of the colony
is good indeed.

MR. ILLJNGWOaLT1: Are there no liinitar
tions to borrowingl'

MR. MORGANS: 1 think there are cer-
tain limitations;- but if a Government
can borrow money at 3 per cent. and in-
vest it at 8 or 9 per cent. it is doing very
well jand I would remind you that our
railways; have shown, last year, a profit
of 9 per cent, on the capital outlay.

MR. VoannR: What are they showing
this year?

MR. MORGAN$: They are showing
less thisp year oiving to certain circunm-
stances over which the Government have
no control. The Government have pro-
posed to spend two and ab half millions on
this work, and, so far as we can judge, the
work will cost less than the amount of
the original estimate, for we see that, in
i'egard to the lovfesE tendets 'for these
pipes, involving about one half of the
total outlay, the price is £170,000 less
than the original estimate. It is true
that since the estimate was framed, a
slight change has been made in the
diameter of the pipes, and a desirable
change it is, as also in the thickness of
the pipes, that being a desirable change
too; but the fact remains that the con-
tract price for these pipes shows a
saving on the whole scheme of £170,000,
as compared with the original estimate.
If we take it for granted, as I do, that
water can be taken to Coolgardie suc-
cessfully, we shall then have five million
gallons of water a day for disposal; and,
although I know there are certain mew-
mere here who will join issue with me
about the sale of the water, an-d will say,
as they have said, that when once thie
inhabitants get the water they will not
pay for it, yet I say that is an unlusti-
flable and ungenerous asiumption. What
right ha~ve those members to say that the
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inhabitants of the goldfields will not pay
for water when it is supplied to themI
That statement I look upon, to say the
least, as absolutely unjustifiable and un-
fair.

MR. LEASE: They want to separate
now.

ME. MORGANS: The inhabitants of
the goldfields know how to carry out their
obligations ea well as anyone in this
colony, and if they will not pay for the
water, it will not be supplied to them;
but I say it is unreasonable to as-
sEmne they will not, and I have never
heard so unreasonable a suggestion made
in connection with any matter. We shall,
as I say, have five million gallons of water
a day to dispose of at 3s. 6id. a thousand
gallons, which will cover the cost, of the
work; that is to say, it will cover interest
on cost and cover a redemption fund for
repaying the whole capital, and, in addi-
tion., it will cover working expenses. But,
supposing, when the water is supplied to
people on the goldfield%~ the Govern-
ment find it necessary to charge a little
more for it, I say the inhabitants of the
goldfields are quite prepared to pay more
if necessary, and will pay 6~s. a thousand
gallons, and are quite prepared to do it,
if that sum is found to be necessary for
making the scheme payable. If this
scheme is an engineering Success, as I
have no doubt it will be, and if you can
dispose of five million gallons of water a
day, then it is absurd for any member of
this House to attempt to claim that the
scheme will be a dismal failure, as the
mover of the motion expressed it, for he
said the scheme will end in disaster. That
is entirely a, supposition on his part; and
with all this information and all this data
before him for forming a practical opinion
on the scheme, I say he should look care-
fully into it, and make liberal allowances
for the possibilities of the scheme instead
of condemning it wholesale, as he has
done. What we want to show is that the
scheme is necessary, and I think that has
been shoni Further, we desire to prove
that, if carried out, it will be a financial
Success; and in view of the statement I
have made, I see no reason why any hon.
member should doubt tbat this scheme
will be a financial success. There
is an enormous population on the
goldfields languishing for water,

and every head of the population
there has to pay to-day nearly
£10 per annum for water for domes-
tic purposes. Therefore, can it be
expected that any working man will
bring his wife and family to settle on
the goldfields, when he has to pay £9 or
£10 a head per annum for his domestic
water supply? I say it is impossible to
expect that; and the reason that this
great colony to-day is being denuded of
its resources and denuded of the gold it
is raising is not the dividends sent home
to British capitalists who have invested
here, but it is denuded by the remittances
of money made by the wvorkingmen emi-
ployed here, who support their families
in other countries. I say workingmen
can live in this colony and on the gold-
fields as well as they can live in any other
colony; but the Government must make
the conditions such that the men cah re-
aide there with comfort and without ex-
cessive cost; and I contend that the most
important condition for enabling these
men to settle down with their families
on the goldflelds is to provide a safe, a
certain, and a cheap supply of domestic
water. I am sure any hon. member whr'
studies this question from a fair and im-
partial point of view will admit, notwith-
standing all that has been said about the
ost of food, that this question of a good

and cheap supply of water is far more
important and pressing than a re-
duction of food duties. I have shown
in this House that the food duties
on everything except meat in this
colony amount to 6d. per head per week,
and I have pointed out that this is no
reason why working men should not
bring their families to reside in this
colony and on the goldfields. That is
n,3t the reason, but the reason why work-
ing men cannot bring their families to
Western Australia is this reat question
of domestic water on the goldfields. That
i4 the essence and the centre of the whole
subject. I desire that the House should
remember these facts; and that it is im-
possible to expect the working popula-
tion of the goldfields to settle down there,
unloss you give them this supply of
domestic water, which they need and ont
not do without. That is the crux of the
whole question, and it is not for any hon.
member to look upon this question from
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that very narrow point of view that the
colony is running the risk of spending
two millions, or say two and a half mil-
lions of money-what for? For the pur-
pose of giving protection and life to the
population that is producing 95 per cent.
of the total wealth of this colony to-day.
The gold export is 90 to 95 per cent, of
the exports of this colony, and that is
the wealth of the country to-day.

Mn- HoLMEis: It does not all come
from Coolgardie.

MRs. MORGANS: Will the hom. mem-
ber explain why he says thatI What
is the idea of the hon. member, in tell-
ing me a fact that I knowv so wvell? 1
should think that nobody in this House
knows where the gold comes from better
than I do, for I know exactly how much
comes from Coolgardie, how much from
Kalgoorlie, and how much from other
parts of the goldflelds, I am speaking
now of a scheme which is for the benefit
of the population that is producing this
gold, and I say the case has been well
made out and been proved beyond all
doubt, that the reason why we cannot get
a settled population on the goldfields is
the want of this domestic water. The
mover of this motion made one other re-
mark that seemed strange to me, for he
said the, miners on the fields had not
taken the trouble to look for water, be-
cause the Government proposed to take
water up there. That is, one of the most
astonishing statements I have heard.

MRa A. FoaaSsT: Who made that?
MR. MORGANS: The member for East

Fremantle (Mr. Holmes).
M. GEoRGE: He is a young member.

Let him down lightly.
Mn. MORGANS: Hei made that state-

ment, and he confirmns it now by saying
they did not make the provision they
would have made. I said the same
thing just now, in other words: If they
have made no provision, then how is it
that the yield of gold in the colony has
doubled during the last year? The in-
habitants of the goldfields have simply
been exercising the whole of their energy
to get water enough to run their mills for
crushing the ore, and they have spent
thousands of pounds in sinking shafts
and trying to get water, and, although
in some cases they have got it, yet in
the majority of cases they have not got

Iit. It is absurd for the hon. member
to make such a statement. The proof of
the increase in the output of g-Old shows
he is entirely wrong, and that, in making
the statement he did, he was certainly
misleading the House. The mover of
the motion made one other remark, that
at the time this scheme was started our
pockets were full and our heads were
swollen. As to that statement, I know
that in regard to some of the mine-
owners of that epoch, their pockets were
pretty empty and now they are fairly full.
I know also that some of the mines, when
the scheme was first talked about, had
all they could do to find wages for pay-
ment on Saturdays, some of them being
amongst the most important mines on
the fields, and now they are in an ex-
ceedingly prosperous position. I am pre-
pared to admit there was a, halo of pro-
sperity surrounding the country two years
ago, and there was a mining boom, too.
I also know that no level-headed busi-
ness man like the hon. member (Mr.
Holmes) would take, serious notice of
those things, or allow his head to be
"swollen"' at such a time. My head was,
not a bit swollen at that time, nor: do I
believe that a boomi time would swell the
heads of ordinary men of business.
I MR. Guonox: You have a good qualifi-
cation to be made a, Minister. Most of
them get swollen heads.

'MR. MORGANS: I will allow the
Ministers to answer for themselves. I
would like to refer to the meeting of re-
presentatives of the goldfields, held the
other day in Kalgoorlie.

~MR. VospRm: If they had voted the
other way, the representatives would be
all right.

MR. MORGANS: No. What I notice is
that there is one peculiar circumstance
connected with the incident in Kalgoor-
lie, for it was only about three yearsi ago

1that the whole of this separation busi-
ness was gone through in Coolgardie,
and, looking down the list of the men
attending this meeting the other day, I
notice that while many of them are men
of the hig~hest respectability, and ITam pre-
pared'to say all of them are, still it is a
Peculiar fact that in the list, of men at-
tending th at conference there were a
large number who were mixed up with
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the great separation movement in Cool-
gardie three years ago.

MR. MoRAN: It comes along periodi-
cally.

ME. MORGANS: No. I think these
men move from one prosperous centre to
another. There we meet the names of
gentlemen who were always stumping the
streets of Coolgardie, some three years
ago, demanding separation from Western
Australia; and I believe the member for
North-East Coolgardie (Mr. Vosper) was
there among them.

MR. MORAN: He was there, all right.
Ma. MORtGANS: I do not think he

wvould do that now. I notice that nearly
the whole of these men are the same men
who were formerly carrying on the separ-
ation agitation in Qoolgardie. The oc-
casion then was that they were asking
for a railway to Esperance.

Tn PREMIER: Just when we built
the railway to Coolgardie.

Ma. MORGANS: Yes; they were agi-
tating- for a railway to Esperance.

Taz PREMIER: That was the thanks
they gave us.

MR. MORGANS: And I know the Pre-
mier was hissed on getting out at the
station ; that he was hooted at, and vari-
ous other honours were extended to him.

THE PREMIERt: I was hooted all over
the place.

Ma. MORIGANS: It is a strange cir-
cumstance that we now hiave these same
men in Kalgoorlie, and they are asking
at Kialgoorlie exactly what they formerly
asked for in Coolgardie, with this differ-
ence, that in Coolgardie, their proposal
was that the Imperial Covernment or the
Colonial Secretary should be approached
with a request that this colony be di-
vided into two parts leaving the greater
and better part to them, and the balance
to the Premier and his friends down in
Perth. They were to form a new Govern-
ment. I do not know who was to be pre-
mier, but the whole thing was fixed up-
premier, Government, and everything
else-

MR. MORAN; I think the member for
North-East Coolgardie (Mr. Vosper) was
to be "president."

MR. VOSPER: The star of the hon. mem-
ber (Mr. Morgans) had not risen, in those
days.

MR. MORGANS: No; it had not ap-
peared on the horizon, because I was not
then in the colony. But I point out this
curious circumstance, tfiat these are the
Very Same men now ; and the only dif-
ference in their programme is that, in-
stead of setting up a new Government en-
tirely, and dividing Western Australia
into two countries under separate gov-
erninents, they are going to annex their
part of the country to South Australia.

ME. MORAN: I do not think Charlie
Kingston wants them.

MR. MORIGANS: There is one thing
upon wvhich I desire to congratulate Cool-
gardie ; that notwithstanding all the agi-
tation and all that was said in Coolgardie
on this separation question, I congratu-
late Coolgardie on the fact that its people
never suggested that they should be tied
on to South Australia. They did want
to have a Government of their own ;
and I think that reflects some credit on
Coolgardie as compared to the other
place. Now these gentleman have made
a demand upon the Premier, and have
told him that he was to promise within
seven day-s, I do not know under what
penalty, that there should be a re-disti-
bution of seats. I do not take these
gentlemen seriously, for even amongst
such hair-brained men, some of them, I
do not think you would find one who, be-
lieves that any Government or any Pre-
mier in the world would allow himself to
be brow-beaten into an arrangement of
that sort. The thing is too absurd, on
the face of it ; therefore, I look upon
it a one of the peculiar acts of these men,
of which it is unnecessary to say much.
They want to Let up some kind of ag ita-
tion" for the purpose of calling attention
to themselves.

MR. ILLINOWORTH: It is the "umbrella"
crowd.

MR. MORCGANS: One thing certain is
that they do not represent the common
sense, the prudence, the judgment, and
the working power of the goldfields--they
do not represent these on that particular
proposition, anyway; and I will venture
to say, so far as this water scheme is con-
cerned, that if you took a plebiscite of
the people on the goldfields next week,
you would find 99 per cent, of the
population in favour of carrying out this
reat enterprise at once.
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MRi.
MRh.

assert
Mn.

LiAnE: No.
MIORGANS: I am prepared to
that, in this House.
A. FORREST: I Will Say 100 per

cent.
I[R. GEORGE: Why not take a referen-

dum throughout the whole country?
MR. MORGOANS: I am speaking of the

goldfields; and this scheme is intended i
to benefit the goldfields. The Commnis-
sioner of Railways made one or two state-
nients I should like to traverse. He said
the Government h.4d expended, on behalf
(if the goldfields, £1,700,000. I am not.
prepared to deny that ; but I do not think
that is quite a fair way to put it to the
House. I a-r sure my hon. friend had no
desire to mislead the House in any way;
but to put it in that way is not quite
fair, because I contend that the ex-
penditure on the goldfields should have
placed against it, on the other Ade, What-
the goldields have produced in the way
of the sae of land and other ways : and-
I contend that if a. debtor and creditor ac-
count were opened as between the gold-
fields and the public exchequer of this
colony, there would be a large balance in
favour of the goldfield&.

ME. A. FORREST: Tbe advantages are
mutual.

MR. MORG-ANS: I do not object to
that. The Government have been very
good to us, indeed, for they have made us
railways, and we are content and, pleased.
We do not Object that our resources should
go into the common exchequer, for we
should aill do the best we can for the
colony. At the sme time, I would point
out that a community of 20,000 wvorking
men, or, say 25,000, with a total popula-
tion of 40,000 on the fields, a community
whbich has really been self-supporting
during the whole of the time it hag been
here deserves some sympathy at the
hands of gentlemen like the member for
East Fremantle (Mr. Holmes); and I do
not think that sympathy should be with-
drawn from them, even when an expendi-
ture of two and a half millions is proposed
on their behalf. I think that is only
right; and I even say the Government
should run some risk, although in this
case they run none, 'but r say the Gov-
emianent would be justified in running
some risk in carrying out a scheme of this
kind, for the benefit of some 40,000

people, that being about the number
which would be benefited by it. There is
one question with regard to the plates
which I should like to ask. The Director
of Public Works spoke about basic steel
and acid steel. I should like to know
if he can state the difference between the
two, for I do not understand it.

Tim DIRECOR 0F PUBLIC WORKS:
They are technical expressions& I do not
know exactly what the difference is; but
the professional men are in favour of the
acid steel.

MR. MORGANS: I know what basic
steel is; b the point I desire to arrive
at is, as the member for the Murray (Mr.
George) properly said, that any manufac-
turer who, had to make a plate 2Sft. long
by 4ft. wide would naturally have to
charge a much higher price per ton than
one who made plates 9ff. by Mft. or Sft.
by 4ft. as the usual size. This is true.
T know from experience there are very
few firms in Etgland who can make
plates of thaitgsize.

MR. GEORGE: It would be about 3Oft.
by 4ft. 6in.

MR. MORGANS: Yes; but the finished
plate is about 2Sft. by tft., and that is a
very large plate. somie questions have
arisen in connection with the cost of
plates. Ordinary steel plate, I Bee by the
last quotation for fin. or 3-16th in., is
£5 18s. 6d. per ton. That is the lowest
quotation I have seen, and a. recent one.
At the present time the iron and steel
market is in a lively condition; and at
any momuent there may be £1, or even £92,
per ton added to, the price of these plates.
But, taking as a. basis £6 per ton, if you
put on to that the extra cost involved in
manufacturing latesi 28ff. by 4ft., and
probably another £1 per ton for special
steel, then it seems to me the price fixed
by the Director of Public Works for the
plates is not excessive. I would suggest
this, and I agree with what the memuber for
Central Murchison (Mr. Illingworth) said
in ani interjection in connection With this
point, that the plates% should be paid for
on the basis of the invoice; and, if that is
done, let the manufacturer give a guaran-
teed invoice to the Agent General, show-
ing that so many plates have been
shipped at a certain net Price, and then
the Agent-General will advance on that
invoicie the full amnount, less 7J per cent.

Debate on Tenders.
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hn that case, the Government wvill have a
perfect guarantee, and they need have
ano further anxiety about the matter.

Ma. GaoRmE: They might fairly pay
Lhe invoice value.

MR. MORGANS: No; I think it is a
proper thing to deduct ?. per cent., be-
mause the Government must have some
,uarantee. Something has been said
ibout Mr. Mephan Ferguson's -atent. I
know Mr. Ferguson has patented his pipe
in this colony ; but the patent is quite
worthless, because the same type of pipe
wvas made in England, to my knowledge,
?ight or nine years ago; and I saw
mples of it at that time, made in ex-

totly the same way, %with grooved ribs and
:As plates closed by hydraulic power, just
ms in his patent. I do not mean that Mr.
Ferguson has pirated that idea, for lie
nay have invented the thing afresh, as
many other men have done with their
1)ftetCts.

MR. ILIGWOR-rE: He may have seen
in illustration of the thing somewhere.

Ma. MORGANS: We must remember
,hat the patent does exist in this colony,
ind that is the point. Whether it isgood
)r bad is another thing, and I state with
wery confidence that nobody could. come
iow into, this colony and make those pipes
without fighting that patentee first.
I'herefore, that is one reason, and a strong
-eason, why the Director of Public Works
!hould give this contract to men who con-
rol the patent.

MR. GEoRGE: The Government could
make the pipes without paying any
-nyalty.

Ma. MORGANS: Yes; but they are
iot proposing to make pipes, but to have
hemn made by contract, which is a differ-
mnt thing. I am perfectly certain the
,atent, in a general sense, is worth no-
hing: but yet its value would have to
ec tested in a. court, before anyone else

Ould use it ; and I think it is only right
hat this should be pointed out, so that a
ooi. rea~on may be shown why the con-
inet was given. With regard to the
cint rings, and so on, that matter will no
toibt lbe wvell looked nfter. I should lImkt
.o add that in the Unite-i Stats at the
iresent momeut pctrolearn oil i% wv
'umaped a distance of 300 miles, under
ihead of 2,400ft. pressure.

MR. GamRma: In one lift?

MR. MORGANS: I could not give you
the amount of the lift; but I am simply
trying to show the House that here we
have a proposition to pump water about
the sane distance, and under a very much
smaller head than is the cue with that
cil. We all know that petroleum oil is
i substance which, in its crude state, is
worth about Sjd. per gallon; and there-
fore any leakage of such a valuable ma-
terial a5 that in being pumped through a
sEries of pipes would mean a serious loss
,eN compared with. the, leakage of water
through pipes. But it has been found
that notwithstanding the permeable quali-
ties of petroleum, and wve know how petro-
hum can penetrate through some very
dense substances, it has been found quite
practicable to pump that, oil a distance
o! 300) miles, under that head of pressure.
This is a statement of fact, which should
be taken note of by the House, so that
imemah'rs may know it is possible to pump
these flids successfully for these long dis-
tarn oe.

MR. GEORGE: I do not think anyone has
contested that

MR. MORGANS: Oh, yes; many people
have done so. I have had many discus-
sions, with hon. members on this very
,uestion. Some have doubted the prac-

ticabilitv of this water scheme.
Mu. VOSPER: They even lpunp acids

in Queensland for a distance of 24 miles.
Ma. MORGANS: I should like to re-

fer to one circumstance in reference to a
uorrespondent of a London newspaper,
the Acr..,om it, wvho arrived on our eas-
tern goldfields a short time ago for the
iurpose of making a report on the mines.
I may say that I had the privilege of
meeting that gentleman while he was
there, and I have since had the privilege
*1' reading his communications and his
impressions of the goldfields of Western
Australia, I would like to inform this
House that I ama astonished to find that
many of the statements made by that
gentleman are absolutely at variance with
the facts. It does seem strange that a
paper like the Economist, which by the
way ;s not a particularly important
paper, though it has some weight-

MR. VoSPRn: It is a6 very trustworthy
paper, is it iiot?
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MR. MORGANS:- I think it is, to sone
extent, bit I am going to sha'w now -:bst
i, is not trustworthy in many my&

M.Ap. Oosxoat: Like the Sunday i'imr*.
MR. MORGAINS: I was about to say

that this gentleman-who is quite a
young man, though I am prepared to ad-
wit tit he has some general superficial
knowledge, but cannot have been sepa-
rated from his mother's apron strings
very long, as he is certainly quite
r. youth-sent out here by this
great paper for the purpose of criticising
and reporting on the greatest goldflelds
on the continent of Australia. He came
out and visited them, and he had earte
blanche to visit all the mines around Cool-
gardie and Kalgoorlie. Ihe managers
opened the doors of the mines to him,
anti even went as far as to allow him to
nvmple their ores and record his opinions.
Ile has gone hack to London, and has
*made one, of the most ridiculous, one of
the most erroneous reports upon the Cool-
gm-die goldfields that was ever made by
aniyone, or that could be made. He has
made statements, in regard to the mines
that are not only absolutely false, but
absolutely ridiculous; knd it is difficult
for any man to conceive that a. person
pcsaessing claims to any knowledge as a
mnining engineer could possibly put his
per to paper and make statements with
regard to the mines there that this young
fiit I inexperienced man- ha~s made.

MR. GEORGE: Hie would lose his billet
if he did not make them.

Mn. MORGANS:- It is a, misfortune for
a paper like the Economist to send repre-
sen~tatives of this kind out to these fields.
I should like to ask hon. gentlemen what
kind of confidence can the readers of the
Economist now Place in the statements
made by this inexperienced young man,
when they know, as they will find out,
that these statements are asolutely inac-
curate 1 What will they say? Will they
feel much confidence in, thie minine cob-
unes of the Economist, when they find
that the statements of this young man
ar.- misleading and erroneous?

Mn. KENNY: They will say you did not
givt him a cheque.

Us. MORIGANS: Probably theyv will:
aild they wilfl be quite right, for I did not
give him one. Irs s9-tid nothing abrmt ny
mine I am interested in, I am very glad

Lo Say; so I am inot peaking from an]
feeling with regard to this matter. H14
did not see any mine in which I have
single share or interest of any kind. Thi
Economist is a paper which circulatei
amongst investors and various people, am(
it has its weight and influence, aitbougi
I do not consider it particularly weighti
or influential. This young man has ab,
solutely misled the editor of that papei
with regard to the Coolgardie goldfields
and to a large extent with regard to tbo
Kalgoorlie goldfields also. Hfe has givez
information which is absolutely untru(
and misleading from beginning to end
YUt here is a. journal represented as beinj
one uhich it is safe to follow with regart
to mining in Western Australia, Thi
wratcr was not satisfied with oriticisi9j
the goldields, bu~t went further and un
dertook criticism of this water scheme a4
web! He said the scheme had been adop
ted for the purpose of providing Cool
gardie with water, and that the peoph
did not want it. That is about the es
sence of it.

A MEMBER: H Ie must ha-ve had a i'an
with the member for East Fremantle.

THE~ PnnnsnE: Was it summer tinn
when he was up there?

MR. MORGANS: Yes, it was. He sah(
they did not want it; that it was a wilc
scheme, and that the Government o

1West Australia were wild in pronosing it
A MaiBEsa: He is about right.
MR. MOIRGANS: That is a. matter o

opinion; but, taking it for granted tha,
the Government have done wrong in pro
posing to carry out this- scheme, I saj
that a young man, inexperienced and in
capable, coming, out to a great countr]
like Western Australia, staying six weeki
on the goldfield&. and then writing air

iopinion of them aind of the water scheme
ihas certainly more conceit than commc'i
sense. A man who, after staying abi
weeks, can profess to write a report o
the Western Australian goldfields i:
either very clever, or very, very sense
lesa This scheme has been looked inh(
by the beat men in the country, and be

advocated hy most of the business mer
of the country; it is sought after by al
the mining engineers on the fields. 'ask
has been appro-ved by the best ability 0l
Western Australia ;vet this Yount, mar

Icomes hera and criticises and condenin

Debate on Ten4era.
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it, writing in the columns of a London
newspaper against it. I mention this fact
in order to show how littig reliance can
be placed upon the columns of some of
those big journals in London, and how
careful the public should be in reading
statements in them. I beg to move the
amendment that stands in my name, that
all the words after the word "House" in
line 1 be struck out, and the following
words inserted in lieu thereof : -

It is advisable, in the interests of this colony,
that the Coolgardie goldfields water supply
scheme should be proceeded with at once, and
this House urges the Government to do all
things necessary to expedite the work.

Ma. MOPRAN: I beg to second the
amendment.

MD. QUTYLAN: Perhaps I can claim
that I have never yet spoken on this sub-
ject, either in public or in private, so far
as to bind myself regarding the advisa-
bility, or otherwise, of the construction A .
this great work. I recognise the grave
responsibility which all members repre-
senting the taxpayers of the country
must feel as to whether this scheme
should be cardied out or otherwvise. I
have no hesitation in offering an opinion
that the country would be wise in carry-
ing it out in its entirety. I am awvare
that with a population such as we have in
Western Australia at the present timne it
is a great weight upon our shoulders;
and I amn also aware of the responsibilities
and risks we are undertakinng relative to
the success of the, scheme in the future.
But I feel justified, bearing in mind not
only my own interests, but the interests
of those I represent, in saying it will be
for our welfare to have the work at once
carried into effect. The proposal of the
member for East Fremantle is somewhant
late, seeing that the subject has been de-
bated at least half-a-dozen times in this
Assembly, and has been the principal
tonic of conversation in the colony since
it was first mentioned by the Government.
Notwithstanding what has been said by
those who would propose that the work
should be carried out by private enter-
prise, the Government are justified in
this undertaking. Outside the three im-
portant industries-the timber, wool, and
pearl industries--there is not one to be
compared with the mining industry ; and
it is admitted, not oniy in Australia, but
in every part of the world, that Western

Australia has taken a foremost place in
this important industry, which we recog-
nise as having a great future before it,
and one en which we rely for the future
welfare of the country. We are, I assert,
fully justified in this great and arduous
undertaking. It may be argued in refer-
enes to the contract entered upon that
the Government are not sufficiently care-
ful in the proposed terms. I have had
experience in a small way in contracts,
and I take it that it is a usual condition
to have a certain sum in hand, or a
certain reservation. The memsber for
North Perth (Mr. Oldham) and others,
who, have business in this direction as con-
tractors, can vouch for the fact tl~at it is
always done in every contract, whether
large or small, and the Covernment have,
in this instance, as far as I am able to
undrroatind, made such rf s rv-'ticn.
Therefore, I think we need have no appre-
hension on that score. The next thing is
that the manufacture of these pipes will
take place in the colony, which will mean
a large amount of employment. It will
also mean that those large firms who, have
been fortunate enough to obtain the con-
tract will establish themselves here ; and
I have no doubt whatever, from the re-
sults of offers from various contractors,
not only in Australia, but England and
other places, the Government have ob-
tained at least, if not a bargain, a fair rate.
In regard to the various contracts about
to be entered upon, the Government have
made certain variations with, I presume,
the advice of the Engineer-in-Chief, who
ought to, be a competent authority on such
a subject; and I~believe they have made
a. good bargain. So far as I can learn,
provision has been made in relation to
one of the, bogeys raised by those opposed
to this scheme. I refer to the expansion
or contraction which might take place in
the laying of these pipes. The general
feeling of the community is that, should
the Government not carry put this scheme
at once, it would be a fell blow to the
countr v, and the interests of mining, be-
causes it would have the effect of making
people think there is no faith iu our min-
ing industry, or the future of the colony.

Ma. Ganon: It simply means there is
no money in the colony-

MR. QUJINLAN: The money will be
raised unquestionably. If we cry "stink-
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ing fish," we shall not he able to rais the
money.

AlR. GsoaaE: It is not trying -stinking
fish." Everybody knows the state of the
colony.

MRh QUINLAN: I believe in the future
of the country, and feel more confidence
than ever in regard to this scheme.
Nothing can give greater confidence to
capitalists in England, from w'horn we de.
sire to borrow for this and other works
necessary for the future prosperity of the
country, than the fact that we ourselves,
who are here at the very door of the gold-
fields, have faith and confidence, and are
willing, to risk our all in this great no-
tionall undertaking. We have embarked,
or agreed to embark, upon this scheme,
and if we were now to retrace our steps
it would be said we bad no confidenice in
the country, and were willing to suir-
render it to croakers and those wvho feel
that the bottom will fall out of it. An
important matter, to my mind, has al-
ways been, and must always be, the ques-
tion of the quantity of water we can sup-
ply ; and those who are competent to ex-
press an opinion upon the subject have no
hesitation in saying the rainfall
is sufficient. The engineers have
taken the necessary precaution, and can
now say we shall have the quantity of
water required oer day, per month, tr
per annum, to supply the Coolgeurdie gold-
fields. We have then the question of
consumption, and I understand that at
present the people on the goldflelds are
willing to pay £.5 per 1.000 gal'or *
Suppo-ing the Government fix the charme
at 3s. 6id., I think we need have no fea-
as to being able to provide for both in
terest and sinking fund, and a-surnin~g
we had to charge 10s., the Government
would have the matter well in hand.
Then there is the question of supply
along the route through which these
pipes pass, and that is a. material item
regarding that portion of the colony
which has not been blessed by nature.
Unfortunately in Western Australia we
are not able to boast of the means pro-
vided by nature such as they have in
other portions of Australia, and there-
fore we have to fall back upon some arti-
ficial meant After the consideration
given to the subject, and the investiga-
tion made not only here but in Erg-

land, by competent engineers, and those
who are able to express an opinion, I
think we are fully justified in this under-
takng. Ifwe are now able to provide the
city of Perth, which is 22 miles distant
from the reservoir that supplies us with
water, surely we need not hesitate about
supplying the goldfields. We were told
a year or so ago by the Commissioner of
Railways that two months' water cost
£49,000. Assuming that we had to pay
£100,000 for a6 six months' supply for
railway purposes alone-and I am basing
this upon the assumption that we might
have a bad season, or one not to be come-
pared with the present-that amount
would be sufficient to provide interest
and sinking fund upon the £2,000,000
for a year. This is something to-
wards the outlay we would oe
put to, and the difference we could
almost feel assured would be made
up on the goldfields alone; and although
this amnount would place a considerable
increase of taxation on the population,
and while I may claim to be one who is
very cautious in business matters and
nearly a croaker in many things, yet I
am bold enough to say I have no fear
in regard to this immense scheme, and
I think the country need not fear its be-
ing undertaken by the Government. I
am indebted to the member for Coolgar-
die (Mr. Morgans) for a deal of informa-
tion in re~ard to the matter; and at-
though I hive felt that we had passed
the stare when it waq necesqsary to con-
-i'-? r 'vheher *h- couintr requi'ed thiq

O me or not, -et the fact that some
don1 ' t has b-en thrown on the necc s;ty
for this scheme, or the intention of Par-
liament to go on with it, has caused alarm
throughout this city and the country
generally. I hope to-night will settle the
question, and that the scheme will not
occupy the attention of this Rouse any
longer. I am prepared to support the
amendment, and hope it will put this
question to rest once for all

MR. VOSPER (North-East Coolgardie):
I notice that the debate has wandered
away from the subject of the original mno-
tion. As far as I understand it, there
is a proposal to bring under the con-
sideration of the House the appro-
val or reversal of the action of the
Governent. in having arranged to
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accept tenders for the construction of
the pipes and for works in connection
with the Coolgardie goldfields water
schemre; and hon. members have wan-
dered from the subject, for we have gone
through separation, fedat-ation, annexa
tion, and vituperation ; and it seems the
whole question has become extremely
coniplicated, without necessity. When I
saw the motion tabled, I did not think I
"'as to he called on to vote as to whether
the scheme as a whole should be ex-
tinguished or be gone on with; and I
never imagined that the motion was an
attempt to wipe out the scheme alto-
grether, for I thought it was intended that
this House should have some control over
the acceptance of tenders in connection
with the most important work which the
Australian colonies have ever undertaken.
I contend that we cannot possibly be too
careful in dealing with a, scheme of this
magnitude, and consequently I am pre-
pared to vote for the motion ; hut, on
the other hand, we have anL amendment
by the member for Coolgardie (Mr. Mor-
gns), urging the Government to pro-
ceed with the scheme immediately. I
stated in this House, only recently, that

w was anxious the Government should go
on with this scheme;- and I find myself
now placed in the anomalous position of
being able to vote for the amendment,
and also for the motion. I cannot un-
derstand why all the merits and demerits
of the scheme should be dragged into
the question again.

Tns Plimvzn: You should remember
the speech with which the mover intro-
duced the subject.

Mn. VOSPER: I was not aware of
that. Having explained the peculiarly
anomalous position in which I find my-
self, I may say, in reference to the re-
marks on the Coolgardie convention made
by the member for East Coolgardie (Mr.
Moran), it is not necessary for me to say
anything about the proposed annexation
of the goldfields to South Australia, for
that is not within the pale of prac-
tical politics, but I would like to
make a protest against what was
said this evening by the member
for East Coolgardie in reference to
that convention. It was suggested that
the Government would be in some degree
justified in deferring this scheme hr with-

drawing it, simply because the people
on the goldflelds biad thought fit to take*
at certain action. I do say it is a. higbly'
improper thing, and a most grossly irre-
gular and reprehensible proceeding, for
the Government to say that, because
persons take up political views which
the Government do not approve of,
therefore the Government will not pre-
ceed with certain public works. People
on, the goldfields have, surely a
right to air their political grievances.

Ma. MoxuAN: They refuse the work it-
self, necessarily so, by their action.
M. VOS PER :1 do not think the Con-

venfion has done that; or, if so, it has
exceeded the power with which it was
entrusted. As far as the olaim for re-
distribution of seats is concerned, it is a
perfectly just claim.

*Ma. MORAN: No one denies that.
A. VOSPER: I do -not think any

goidfields member will vote against such
a proposition, and I do not think the
goldfields convention should be made to
srlfer for opinions which we all share.

JR. MoRNa: We do not share opinions
on that question.

MR. VOSPER: If it be true that a
plebiscite of the goldfields would
show that 99 per cent. of the peo-
ple on the fieldr are in favour of this
water scheme, so I say a plebiscite would
equally show that, 99 per cent. of the
people are in favour of a redistribution
of seats. I shall vote for the amend-
ment on this question before the House,
because it is essential for the prosperity
of the country that this scheme should
not hang fire any longer, and it is about
time the colony should be in earnest
on the question, and if it is not so it
will make us the laughing-stock of the
world at large. On the other hand, if
we confine ourselves purely to the, ques-
tion of the muot-ion itself, and merely ask
that the House should be allowed to ex-
amine the tenders and give advice to the
Government before qnr t enderfs ore
finally accepted, then the motion will be
inocuous. if the amendment is not
carried, I shall vote for the motion.
M. WILSON (Canning): My views

on the Coolgardie water scheme are so
well known, that it will require very few
words to drive home the argument I have
made iu this House over and over again
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render documents given them for rainy I.-
ceived-why they should surrender them
to anybody.

THm DIREsCTOR OF Pra3ICe W(oKS:
That is under the insurance provision.

Mn. WILSON: There is no need for
that. We need not surrender. That
word "surrender" appears to me a very
ugly term. When I surrender a thing,
I give up all hold on it, all control of it.
The Government are to absolutely give
up this security. I do not Pee wvhy docu,-
ments of such enormous value should be
given back to the contractors.

THE PREMIE: All the shipments will
not come at once.

MR. WILSON: But a, cargo of those
plates will mean a lot of money. I see
no reason why these shipments should
not be cleared by the Government of-
ficials, or why the documents should not
be sent to the Government agents at Fre-
mantle. Surely the contractor need not
pass the entries.

THE PREME: I agree with you that we
must be very careful.

MR. WILSON: Money can be raised
on such documents.

MEL MONGER: Not much, in the circum-
stances.

Ma. WILSON: Paragraph 11 deals
with the advance payment, to be made
in the old country. We, are to advance
£8 5E. per length, I think.

THE DIRECrOR OF PUBLIC WoRKs:
No; per ton.

MR. WILSON: We are to advance £S
5s. per ton of plates and bars shipped in
respect of this contract. It has been
pointed out by previous speakers that
this appears to be rather excessive-more
than the fob. value. The Director of
Public Works interjected then that he
could vary it, and that he would see to
it. If that condition can be altered, why
cannot these other matters be altered in
the contract? If the Minister can alter
a provision of that description, and
simply abvance the fob, value, I take it
he can alter the other terms of the con-
tract. 1, for one, shall be very sorry to
see a clause of this description remain in
the contract. It ought to be clearly laid
down that the sum advanced against the
raw material shall be the cost f.o.b.

Tun DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS:
Suppose there is a rise in the cat of
plates?1

MR. WILSON: Make the £8 3is. your
maximum, and make the minimum the
f.o.b. cost.

TuE DIRECTRo OF PUBLIC WORKS:
Oh, that is right- 'heads I win; tails
you lose."
M. WILSON: It strikes me the Dire.-

tor of Public Works will have some dii-
faculty in varying this agreement. It
appears to me to be pretty complete, and
all signed and sealed and delivered, as
far as the contractors are, concerned. I
hope he will find it as easy to alter as he
thinks. There is only one other matter
in connection with this contract; that
is, the question of the joint rings, amount-
ing to about L35,000 in value, having
been let without calling for tenders.

Tan DIRECOR OF PUBLIC WORKS:
The amount is £70,000.

Mn. WILSON: I think that ought not
tU take place Of course, I can quite
understand that, when you are discuss-
ing with contractors a matter involv-
ing aL million of money, you are apt to
think very lightly of £70,000; but, it
you take a £10,000 contract alone, you
are apt to think it is a, pretty big con-
tract. They have no right to7 let a con-
tract of £70,000 without calling public
tenders within the colony and outside of
it; and, further, I would like to point out
that, to my mind, the price for these
joint rings will leave a very handsome
profit.
Tum DIRECTOR OF Puc WORKP:

ft is a. wrought steel ring, you know.
Ma. WILSON: I know. I have

roughed it up, and I consider there will
be a handsome profit; indeed, I should
not be surprised to see fromn £15,000 t..
£20,000 profit on the contract; and,
what is inore, some of our existing cung-
rieering- works in the colony would have
taken up the contract. Why not give
them a chance? Why give this contract
to men to whom we have already given
such a large order?
Tim DIRECTOR Or PUBLIC WORKS:

Yea.; lutweholdthese men responsible
for their rings and everything else. We
say to them: "You are responsible for
the lot.
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Ma. WILSON: You can hold every-
body responsible. At any rate, you
should have put this up to public cozupe-
titibn. We have no right to let contracts
rrivately ; and we do not know where
such things will end. I believe the
n.-embers. of the Forrest Ministry are

ure in their motives and in their actions;
but they do not know where corruption
% recpa in, and if they let contracts for
£L7.J000 Aiithout caling for public ten-
tiers, corruption will creep in some day or
aooneho%. They are opening the door to,
i:, and moust not be Surprised if it stares,
them in the face. I consider the ment-
ber for East Fremuantle (Mr. Holmes) was
p -rfec,'y j -titi d in bringmo 0w ir hi-,
motion. I consuider the speech of th?
Director of Public Works absolutely
proved the justice and necessity of the
motion ; and I consider, further, that his
interjections, end the little conversations
iie ha had with ma across thle House,
have~ also proved that it is a good thing
this contract has been brought into the
Chamber and discussed here. We cannot
leve too much ventilation of a matter of
this magnitude. Certainly it would not
he considered a lergCXVhr1 in the old
t-ountry, where contracts amounting to
maillions are entered into, almost every
month; but for a country with a small
population such as in Western Australia,
we cannot b cbnsider it a. very large
undertaking, and one we cannot be too
a'reful in consenting to. I hope the
Director of Public Works, when he fin(%
be can alter the clauses and conditions. of
this contract, will take these matters into
careful consideration, and see that the
contract is, altered accordingly, so that the
interests of the country may 'be duly safe-
guarded. I further htope he will not
ratify the proposed contract for the joint
rings, but will call further tenders, and
give other foundries, a, chance of supply-
ing the large quantity of material emi-
braced in this £70,000 order.

M.OLDHAMN (North Perth): Hon.
members who have addressed themselves
to this question have for the most part
been somewhat discursive in dealing with
it. From what I understand of the mo-
tion, it does not mean that the mover
desires to plece any obtruction in. the
way of this scheme being carried out.
I think it is. generally considered, by the

House and the country, that some sys-.
tem. of water supply for the goldfields is
absolutely necessary ; and all we are at
variance upon is as to what is the method
by which we shall supply the goldfields
people with water for domaestic purposes,
and supply the maines for extracting gold.
M c are all agreed upon that; and, as I
look through the remarks I made last
session, I find 1 then stated that it was
desirable that tire Government, rather
than private entenirise, should control
this watter siuply. I have not changred

o r mutt iniIha t et one iota. I
u.Alieve now, "m Le*i~vcd then, that it,
. ou d he tinw~is* fr tae GOV.rnaent oft
this co .ntry io ,lace! the control of the
reat ruining iuddxitry of this co ony in

the hands of a urivate company; and
that is what it would mnean, if we were
to give over this water supply to private
enterprise. Any person or any com-
pany having the power at any time to
interfere with the working of this scheme,
to practically turn off the tap when the
wines were' in the midst of their opera-
tions, would hold the key of the situa-
tion- But yet the motion which is be-
fore the House is not pledging US to
abandon the Scheme. The motion has
my entire and hearty support, for it
says, "No tender for the supply of pipes
for the Coolgardie water scheme should
be accepted without the approval of this
Ro use. " I think that is a proper course
for this House to adopt. Surely there
cannot be any objection to the fullest in-
formation being laid on the table and
given to hon. members,, before, they see
the country pledged to this large ex-
penditure of money. I recognise this
as aL somewhat unusual course for the
Government and the Ucouse to adopt;,
but we are dealing with unusual circum-
stances. We all know that the custom
has been followed-not in every case-
the custom of accepting the lowest ten-
der has been followed in most cases, but
not in every case, without any further re-
ference to this House. But we have
built railways before. We have built
a Mint before: we have built an Obser-
vatory; and I suppose that,, if we keep
the Forrest Ministry in office, so shall
build them again.

Ma. ILUNOGwoiITH: And ball-rooms.
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Mst. OLDHAM: Yes; I suppose we
shall have more bail-rooms. But we
have never built a Coolgardie water
scheme : and it seems to me that the
motion before the House is one deserv-
ing of the support of every member who
is desirous, not of blocking or killing the
scheme, but of eliciting tbe fullest pos-
sible information that enn be obtained
concerning it.

MR. MONGER: All will not agree with
you there.

MR. OLDHAM: I know the hon. mem-
be: who has just interjected will not agree
with me there. The bon. member is
not allowed to do so.

MaL Domnsr: You may thank your
leader for that.

Ma. MoNGER: From wvhonm do I take
my instructions?

MR. OLDHAM: Hon. gentlemen op-
posite are, as a. rule, like a flock of sheep,
always ready to follow the bell-wether.
The member for Coolgardie (Mr. Mor-
gans), who charges other people with ob-
jecting to everything and never support-
ing anything, is himself always prepared
to support everything. Nothing is too
wdild, nothing too mad, nothing too ex-
travagant, for the hon. member who re-
presents the most important town on
the goldfields to suppot-be will support
anything, especially if it goes anywhere
near Coolgardie. I would like to point
out to that bon. member's constituenrs.
and to make some reference, for their
benefit, to one or two remarks he has
made to-night with respect to his comi-
parison between the food duties and the
water-supply. He stated, and I think
his arithmetic is wrong, though I accept
it for the purposes of my argument, that
the food duties mean only 6d. per week
per head of the population.

MR. DoHERTY: That is right.
Ms. OLDHAM One bon. member

says that is right; but 1 think I heard
him state during last session, or if it was
not he it was one of the goldfields mem-
bers, or perhaps it was stated this ets-
Rion, that if these food duties were re-
moved we should immediately have a -e
duction of wages on the goldfields.

MR. DonyiY I did not say that.
MR. OLDHAM: Someone from the

goldfields stated that the mine-owners
were only desirous of getting the food

duties removed so that they would have
an opportunity of reducing wages. The
hon. member (Mr. Morgans) or his friends
seem to me to have proved conclusively
that, if 6d. per week is going to be used
as an excuse for the reduction of wages,
how much more excuse will there be when
you reduce the cost of living by means
of this water supply scheme by 10s. per
week per head I If there is any truth in
the assumption that the removal of the
food duties would result in a reduction
of wages, then the people on the gold-
fields must clearly recognise that they
will have a reduction of wages as soon as
they get the water up to Coolgardie.

TuxL PREMIER: They will have some
comfort, any way.

M- OLDHAM: The hon. member (Mr.
Morgans) seemed to me to be very in-
nocent in his comparisons. He endes-
voured to, show, in dealing with the ques-
tion of pumping, that the Coolgardie
water scheme was bound to be a financial
success, because in America they pump
petroleum Pil a distance of 300 miles. I
suppose we are all agreed that, so far as
the mechanical or engineering portion of
this work is concerned, it can. be done,
and that it is only a matter of money.
But there is a great difference between
pumping art article worth 34d. a gallon
300 miles, and pumping an article worth
only 39. 6d. a thousand gallons 300
miles. Whilst the operation could not
but be profitable in the one ease, we may
question whether it would pay to pump
an article worth only 3s. Gd. at thousand
gallons the same distance. I am sur-
prised at the insidious arguments used
by bon. members for the purpose of get-
ting this motion rejected, and the amend-
ment of the member for Coolgardie car-
ried ; and I am also surprised at the way
in which members represent that a. large
amount of employment will be given by
adopting this scheme. Working men are
not so simple as to believe that this ex-
penditure of money is going to provide
them with employment. The working
classes of my constituency fully recogniso
that the expenditure might find them
employment, but they also recognise
that, if the money is not expended judi-
cioui;b',iit cannot be good for them inthe
long run-that it cannot be good for the
people who are going to stop in the colony.
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The carrying out of this work may provide
temporary employment for a number of
people, but surely hon. members will see
that if sonie of tbose7 ornaments which
the Government have put in various
quarters of the colony had not been erec-
ted, money would have been expended
in other directions which would have
been more beneficial to the bulk of the
community. I am perfectly prepared to
support the Government in carrying out
this scheme. I recognise, as well as any
representative of the goldfields that it is
absolutely necessary people on the fields
should have a good supply of water ; but
surely the Government can have no ob-
jection to laying on the table of the House
the fullest informaition possible before
they enter into this contract. 'The hon.
member who submitted this motion has
rendered good service to the country, even
though the motion be rejected. If the
Commissioner of Railways will accept a
suggestion from hon. members on the
Opposition side of the House, he will hesi-
tate before he gives those people, whoever
they are-Mr. Mephan Ferguson or
Messrs. Hoskins-the contract for the
joints. There are manufacturers in the
colony who can manufacture these joints
quite as well as TkIr. Mephan Ferguson,
and it would be beneficial if the work
could be distributed to some extent over
various portions of the colony- I have
no hesitation in saying, that in various
portions of my constituency there are men
wvho are skilled in this particular class
of work, and that this work might be
given to them instead of going to the
Midland Junction or some oth~er place.
With these few words I leave the matter.
I intend to vote for the motion, not that
I have any intention of blocking the
scheme, but only for the purpose of elicit-
ing the fullest information possible.

M& WALTER JAMES (East Perth):
On several occasions on which this mat-
ter has been before the House, except
perhaps the first occasion, I have not ad-
dressed myself to the question. At first
I thought we were perhaps committing
ourselves to a work which was greater
and more burdensome than our shoulders
could bear. Whether the result will or
will not justify the anticipations of the
Government, and I hope most sincerely it
will, yet I would prefer to see this burden-

some responsibility placed upon other
shoulders. I have often expressed my
opinion adversely to putting into the
bands of private individuals work which
can be undertaken by the State, and I
realise, there is perhaps no work which
has more urgent reasons for becing done
by the State than this. Realising all
this, I cannot hide from my mind the
fact that the risks are great, that the re-
sults of failure might be disastrous; and
I would not run the risk, but would put
the wvork on private enterprise, and would
pay oue million more for an assured
success, rather than have on our shoulders
the responsibility of the undertaking.
My doubts are not altogether removed by
the fact that we have expert testimony in
favour of the scheme. I admit the
weakness of my position, and that we
ought to bow to expert testimony. But
as one finds in private life, so we find in
public Life, that there may be a feeling
within oneself that there is a certain
amount of risk, and that however gbod
the promise may be, one feels disinclined
to accept the responsibility which may
be entailed. I hope I am entirely wrong
in this cuse, and that the success of the
venture w~ili more thain justifyr the faith of
those who have committed the country
to it- The matter has been discussed
frequently, and the time has arrived when
we should recognise it is too late to re-
verse the decision of the House and the
country. The matter has been before
the House and the country, and has been
discussed thoroughly. So long as we
have responsible government, and we are
committed by a majority to this particu-
lar policy, if we were to retrace our steps
we should be open to the accusation, not
so much that we are afraid of the work,
but that we are afraid of the colony in
connection with the work. That should
be borne inmind; and therefore we should
recognise the decision of the House, and
see that the work is carried out. Whilst
I recognise that, I do not think the time
devoted to the discussion has been wasted.
This is a most important contract., involv-
ing a larger sum than any other contract
carried out in this colony. When I say
a larger sum, I do so by way of compari-
son, bearing in mind that, in this particu-
lar instance, we are dealing more or less
with a new work not very common in
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any part of the world. If it simply in-
volved a question of spending money for
railway construction, we should tie deal-
ing with a matter of which we have had
a large experience. But in such an enor-
mous system of canalisation as that
proposed, one cannot shut one's eyes to
the risk we run; and, for that reason, I
should be glad to think the Government,
in settling the terms of the contrat-
not only the legal terms, but the practical
professional terms--have taken into con-
sideration the opinions, not only of the
London experts, but also of some men
who can bring to bear, on the subject, that
practical knowledge which is so essential.
I understand from the Director of Public
Works that the contract has been ap-
proved in London. I do not want to say
anything very heinous or shocking, but
that statement of the Minister does not
altogether reassure me- I should like
the contract to be submitted to practicai
men, who have a. knowledge of local con-
ditions which cannot be conveyed by
words or written descriptions. No money
would be wasted in obtaining local pro-
fessional assistance and guidance on the
contract. If we are to spend this money,
members should bear in mind that what
we have to secure is not perhaps the
full value for the money, but rather that
claims which mnight involve three times
that amount may not be brought. We
have to guard against disappointment and
failure which may subject us to a. loss of
three times the amiount now involved.
A few weeks delay might he desirable in
connection with a work like this.

Ma. IutmoGworT: A little delay might
save money.

MR. JAMES; The urgent pressing of
the wvork forward might in itself cause
delay. Hon. members can realise how
serious a delay would take place if there
were some little breach in connection with
the contract. Look at what has cropped
up in connection with this work, which
we have been talking about almost for
years. We have had before us sugges-
tions and professional advice from ad-
visors of the Government, as to the con-
struction of a dam at Mundaring; and it
has only recently struck the advisers of
the Government, and members of the
House, that there were certain things
called "riparian rights" to be provided

for. As a, lawyer who ought to have seen
this clearly, I am as much to blame as
any member of the House for not point-
ing out the difficulty.

A MsRa: You did not get a tee.
MR. JAMES: I do not think any hon.

member would say I require a. fee for
pointing out a matter of this kind. It
has been my fortune to refuse fees for
coming into this House, and I hope I shall
continue to refuse them. The instance I
have given is a glaring one of a point over-
looked. I should l-e the Government to
have other advice besides that of the
Engmnecr-in-Chief and the London engi-
neers. If we can by an expenditure of
money, even though it be thousands, ob-
tain good professional advice here in Aus
trajasia, we ought to do so. Such money
would be well spent, and in the, long run
would prove to be time saved. There is
also a very important question in connee-
Eon with the legal aspect of the case. I
aun not at all satisfied that the contract
is sufficient, simply because it has been
prepared in London. We knowv out here,
perhaps more than they do in. England, of
the wiles of contractors. My experi-
ence of them is this, that if they see any
possible loophole in a contract, they will
seize on the opportunity to take all the
benefits they can from that loophole The
leg~al aspect of the contract should be
looked into carefully. The Government
ought not to sign this- contract until they
have submitted it to the best legal autho-
rity in the colony ;and let the Govern-
mnent pay a good fee for the services of
that legal authority, so that we may see
that all possible contigencies are provided
against. Even if the Government spend
£1,000 or £5,000 in obtaining this legal
opinion, the Government may thus save
ten times that amount before the work is
finished. The country is pledged to the

Ischeme and, beyond taking steps such as
we have suggested and proposed, which
might not result in the good we ex-
pect, still these steps should be taken out
of abundant caution, We are committed
to the scheme,, and our main object should
be to secure as great a benefit to the
colony by the construction of these pipes
as we can. The Government have
done that by providing that the pipes
should be made in the colony, and I hope
they may be successful in obtaining great

Debale on Tenders.
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benefits from that. But I should like as
far as possible to make that step--which
I believe is a, wise step-as effective as
possible, and to see that it will serve end
secure all the, good objects that the Gov-
emnent have in view. We are launching
ourselves on this great Government
scheme which will employ a large number
of men. It is the one scheme out of
which the colony should receive the most
benefit. In connection with railr.ay
contracts, the greater part of the money
is spent outside the colony, but in thki
Scheme we should receive the greater por-
tion of the money in the colony. I hope
the Government will avail themselves of
the benefits which the, contract offers.
There is a risk of the contract leading to
the importation of an undesirable class of
cheap labour, and I want that to be
avoided. I want the Government to s&-
curt. that the money will be spent among
people who will ultimately become settlers
in Western Australia. I do not want to
see introduced here a lot of cheap
labourers who will leave behind them an
undesirable class of imm igrants. Oppor-
tunity should be taken of attracting a
working population, so far as these works
will attract, and of absorbing the present
unemployed, and others as well. If we
want to attract working men who will
settle amionget us-if we, want to attract
married men-we must not offer wages
which are comparatively small, and on
which a married man cannot live, and we
shall only secure the best results; from the
expenditure of the money by the Govern-
inent, .through their ensuring that the
works arte carried out as far as posible by
day labour, employed on the eight hours
system I want to move an amendment
to that effect in connection with the
amendment now before the House. I
want the Government to adopt that
system, the theory of which has been
adopted in connection with Government
contracts in the past. I want the Gov-
ernment to insist on those who carry out
the contract, that the work shall be done
by day labour employed on the eight
hours' system. If we adopt that principle
now-I simply think we are more attached
to the theory than the practice of it-but
if we adopt that principle, we are adopt-
ing a theory which has been recognised
in the old country in works far greater

than we are committing ourselves to now,
Therefore I desire to move the amend-
mient which I have indicated.

THE SPEAKER: The hon. menmber
cannot move that now. The hon. mein-
her must wait until the House has agre--d
to insert the words of the amendjet
now before the House.

MR. JAMES: I shall be able to at(,
it theta

THE SPEAKER: If the House agi ves
to insert the amendment of the nmcmue:
fin Coolgardie (Mr.. Morge as) nad the
words are inserted, then the lion. ini-
her can move to add the A% j:d; to the
motion, as amended.

MR. JAMES: Then I saal pe-pose mly
amendment subsequently.

MR. HOLMES (in reply):'-When mov-
ing the motion which we have been dis-
cussing to-night, I think the House will
admit I was perfectly candid in the state-
ments I wade. I stated I had a dual
objectt in view. One object was to peruse
the tender about to be accepted for this
gigantic and important woak, and the
other was to delay the scheme until the
prospects of the colony were brighter.
I feel I have not wasted the time of the
House in the aotion I have taken, and I
feel also the result, will be beneficial to
the country generally I thank the
Director of Public Works for having laid
the particular tender about to be accepted
on the table of the House, and given us
the opportunity of perusing it. He has
given us the opportunity of having some
light thrown on the tender referred to.
I think, to elicit the statement we have
from the Director of Public Works to-
day, is in itself sufficient to justify my
action in this matter. When moving
the motion, I never suggested that I had
any suspicion as to the manner in which
the department were dealing %vith this
tender. I never attempted to cast re-
itiections on any individual connected
with the department. I wanted full in-
formation on this tender, which is with-
out doubt the biggest we have ever under-
taken or will ever undertake.

MR. Doisnr: I hope not.
MR, HOLMES: But having perused

the tender, and having elicited this
statement-which I will deal with latter
on-frome the Director of Pulfic. Works,
the least we can say is this: the depart-
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die now. You wilt not get the scheme
farther thaun, oolgardie, for £2,500,000. If
you caun sell 5,000,000 gallons per day as
suggested, and want to increase your sup-
ply, this scheme wil not provide ant in-
creased supply.

THs PREMIER: It would do something.
at any rate.

PHE DiicrOR OF PUBLIC Woms: Let
Ls get rid of the 5,000,000, first.

MR. HOLMES: We have it that an
enormous sum has been spent for tanas
all over the colony, that the tanks will not
catch the wvater, and that if they catch
it they will not hold it. The department
admit they cannot build a "roper tank,
and yet this House, has confidence to let
the Public Works Department carry out
this scheme!

THE PREMIER: I do not think they ever
admitted it.

MR. HOLMES: This motion has only
been in the House a week. Judging from
the remarks of the Director of Public
Works, people immediately became de-
pressed, and now they see there is no hope
of the motion being carried the depression
is gone. We havelheard from him the re-
sult of interviews which had been held
between him and his department and the
contractors. It would be interesting to
know what arrangement was arrived at
bel ween the contractors, Messrs Fergu-
son and Hoskins. It seems to me that
Mr. Ferguson knew his pipes were the
pipes that were to be decided upon. We
tall knew, in fact, that his pipes wvere to
be used. I am quotingr from the Director
of Public Works himself. Ferguson puts
in a very high tender ; Hoaklins has a
somewhat similar pine which he quotes
very low. Now they have a low tender
from Hoskins, but they want Ferguson's
pipes. Then they tell Hoskins to gro to
Ferguson and make the best of this job.,

THE PREMIER: You have not heard the
true version of it. It is the other wvay
about.

THE DIREnoro OF PUBLIC WORKS
H1e knew of it because it was announced
in the tender.

ME. C-aonos: Was there not a confer-
ence in the Engineer-in-Chief's office, for
the purpose of bringing these gentlemen
together? That is another fact.

MiR. HOLMES: There were confer-
ences, and all manner of things. Mr.

Fergusion k .new that his pipes were thE
pipes required. Hoskins and he wert
told to put their heads together, decid(
an the matter and come back.

'Ma. OsoawEl: it took placi in tIIe
iEngrineer-in-Chief's office.

Mal. HIOLM.ES: Now, if this is flit

way the contracts have been run, I hav4
not much confidence in the manner ft
which the scheme will he carried out
We have anl admission by the Directoi
of Public Works-

THE PREMIE: Interpreted by you.
MR. HOLMES: Well, interpreted b3

me. We have the absolute facts. i
an) gifted wvith ordinary common Sense
though I am not an expert on this mat
ter. The Premier admits himself thai
when it comnes to a deal, I can make
very fair deal; and if I had anythii4
to do with this transaction, it would hay,
been dealt With in a far more business
like wray than it ha& been dealt with
We have already had an admission Fran
the Director of Public Works that t1h
contractors made an allowance, when ad
jueting, of £10,000. Well, if the sorer
had been put on, and c6mpetitiox
brought in, there might have been con
aiderably more allowed. The contrac
torn were there to make the best the.
could of the job, and they worked it is
such a way that the officers of the depart
went were wedded to the Ferguson pipe
and the contractors, who were going to
get the best nrice they could, aetuhl2
took £15,000 less than their origins,
quotation. If they had been forced bi,
competition, they might have reduce(
the price still further. It is propose(
to advance the full value for the steel ii
London. It is also suggested that tho
price of steel might advance, at any time
£-2 a ton. If it does, what is to preven
the contractor from Supplying his stee
as long as the price is low, and. immedi
atelv the Price is raised, forfeiting hi
X5,000, and leaving the Government to
get the material at the higher price a
best they can? There is no pnwvisai
made against such a contingency.

MR. ILLuNowoavn: There is no penalt:
whatever.

MR. HOLMIES: There is no provisioi
to Secure the Government against am'
thing of that kind. It is admitted,
think, by the Director of Public Works
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that the price of steel may advance If
it does, in what position wvill this coun-
try be in respect of this workI We will
have to pay £2 a ton increase on steel,
and the contractor will forfeit his £5,000.

Xn. GEORtGE: The contractor will make
a. contract with the makers of the steel.

Ma. HOLMES: Yea; but if the Gov-
ernment. had made the contract with the
makers of the steel, they would have
known exactly what they must pay for
the steel. The contractor would have
lied the responsibility on his shoulders
instead of the Government. Apart
from altering the tender altogether, we
do not know what other concessions have
been made to these contractors, which
were never offered to the nublic when
tenders were called. I aw sure, if it, had
been known throughout the civilised
world, it would have been different. But
it was niot known everywhere that the
Government were prepared to finance
any contractor in this manner. If ten-
derers had known that-if . they knew
they could speculate in this way on a
contract running into about 1} millions
-they would have risked the forfeit
of their £5,000, and made the most
they could out of the contract. The
Director of Public Works said to-day the
Gov -rnmr-nt had a month in which to sign
thi-i contract, and in the meantime the
Government would carefully go through
it, and make the necessary alterations.
Now I should like to know how that
cqomfl%q with the- stntern~nt rands by,
the P-emier the other niaht. He told
the Hous- that, if it had not heen for the
motion of thel hon. member for East
F'remnantle (Mr. Holmes) the tenders
would have been sigened that day. Now
we have the Director of Public Works,
who ste~ they have a, month to recon-
sider the contract, and nmake the neces-
sai-v alte rations. If that he. so. my
motion has only got the department. out
of a fix. and I am to he thanked rather
than blamned by the G-overnment and the
countr. The member for Coolgardie
(Mr. Morians) referred to my action in
regard to the reappropriation of money
for the Fremantle harbour works. 'My
action in that matter wag. nerfectly clear.
T stated distinictly, when the 'Reanprovri-
atio-n Bill was introduced, that I would
oppose any item of new works; but it

was different with the case of works5 iii
hand which had to he completed, such as
the Fremantle harbour works. If we
do not continue that work, and keep
ahead of the accumulation of sand, the
money already spent will be wasted.
My action in supporting the reappropria-
tion of money onx that scheme, which was
in hand and must be completed, was
therefore perfectly justified. The memd-
ber for Coolgrardie also stated that if my
motion was carried, it meant. death to
the scheme, and that just brings me hack
to where I started from. I stated dis-
tinctly that, if this scheme nowr camne be-
fore the House for the first time, hardly
any mnember would be found prepared
to support it; and here we have to-night
the member for Coolgardie deliberately
satting that, if you do not strike the
b-on when it is hot, you will never get
it. Suggestions have been made about
want of confidence, and all matnner of
things. Well, I am just about tired of
them.

A N[Mzxna: Why do you not sit on th-*
other side of the House?

Ma. HOLME S - I will tell the hon.
member and this House that I will Aic
where I like;- and if it cornea to a vote of
want of confidence, and I think it is in
the interests of the country to do so, I
will vote-

Ma. GEORGE:- With the Government.
Ma. HOLMES: No;. against the Gov-

erment.
Ma. Dousan': You and the member

for the Murray (Mkr. George) would be a
fine pain.

'Ani. HOL.M: There are other mat.-
ters. connected with this scheme that ap-
pear to have been altogether overlooked.
They seem to have made up their minds
that it will cost 2J millions, and that here
the thing will end. The Premier has
overlooked one item of about £200.000.
if I am wrong, he will correct me. When
this scheme was brought before the
House, the Premier stated he would he
able to borrow this 2J millions at par.
I think it is now pretty generally admit-
ted that, with a. 3 per cent. loan on the
London market, if we get it at 93, that.
wIl be about the best deal we can make.
The result is we lose £7 on every £100,
or £70,000 on every million. If the work
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cost 3 millions, there is L210,000 that has
been lost and not accounted for.

Ma. GEORGE: It is not lost, but gone
before-

Ma. HOLMES: That is about a quarter
of a million of money, which has never
bee~n taken into consideration at all.

MR. ILLINOWORrH: It has to be provided
for.

MR. HOLMES: It all leads to this, that
the work will not be constructed for 2J
millions; and, if it is not constructed for
2J millions, you wvill have to sell more
than 5 million gallons of water a day to
make it pay; and you camnot sell more
than that quantity, for the present Scheme
will not take more than that to Coolgar-
die.

THE DiRaacrx OF PUBUC WORKS:
That is the minimum quantity.

MR. MORGAN: We can easily get 8 mil-
lion gallons through.

MRs. HOLMES: I notice that, although
the clauses in the proposed contract are
very loosely prepared, there is one clause
that protects members of the Government
from being personally liable, When it
comes to a, matter of self, they can look
after themselves; and when it is a, mat-
ter for the country, they should be equally
careful. That is a. very desirable clause
for members of the Government.

Tas PREMIER: It is in every contract.
Mna. HOLMES: It is very desirable in

this one, at all events. I need not say
more, because, the matter has been de-
cided. We know that. We can gather
from the debate that many members are
here to-night to vote who would not be
here if their votes were not required by
the Government. It is amusing, when a
vote is to be taken, to see these hon.
gentlemen turn up front all directions,
end disappear again almost as suddenly
when the thing has been decided.

Tits PREMIER : That is good.
MR. HOLMES: I feel sure I have done

my duty in bringing this matter before
the House.

Tim Pitnnn: We are much obliged.
MR. HOLMES: And my duty will be,

--,hen the amendment is carried, to do the
best I can to further this great work,
which will either make or break the coun-
try. If I can assist in helping it to mae

the country, I will do so. Then I shalbe
sorry for all I said to-night, and
glad the undertaking has realised the
anticipations of the Government. My
opinion is, and I amn going to express it,
that the Government wilt be in trouble;
and I shall then be able to say, "I told
you SO."

THB PREmiER: Oh, you will not do that
I am sure.

MR. HOLMES: Ron. members, in dis-
cussing this matter, have gone pretty
wide of the mark; but my motion is that
"In the opinion of this House, no ten-
ders should be accepted for the Coolgie-
die water scheme without. the approval of
this Rouse." Any member who listenci
to the statement of the Director of Pub
lie Works this afternoon would come to
the conclusion that no tender should beeac-
cepted for such an important wvork with-
out the approval of the House. My mo-
tion says we should not accept tenders
without the approval of the House, and
we have evidence which justifies rue in1
Raking the House to support that motion.

Amendment (MR. MoaoAz~s's) put, and
division taken with the following re-
suit: -

Ayes ..
Noes ..

Majority for

Ayes.
Hon. S. Burt
Mr. Connor
Mr. Doherty
Sir John Forrest
Mir. A. Forrest
Mr. Gregory
Mr. Hall
Air. Higham
Mr. Bubble
Mr. Juries
lir. Kenny
Mir. Lefroy
Mr. Locke
Mr Monger.
Mr. Morgans
Mr. Oats
Mr. Cidhean
Mr. Pennefather
Air. Piesse
Mr. Quinlan
M'r. Throssoll
Ron. R. W. Venn
IMr. Vosper
Mr. Wood
Mr. Moran

Teller

4

.. .. 21

Noes.
Mr. George
Mr. Leaks
Mr. Wilson
Mir. Holmes

(Teller)
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Amendment thus pased, and the motion
amended accordingly.

FURTHER AMENDMENT PROPOSED.

Mn. WALTER JAMES (East Perth): I
Irig to move as a further amendment, that
the following words be added to the
motion:.

And to provide that such works shall, as
far as possible, be carried out by day labour,
employed on the eight-hours system,

Ma. GEORGE (Murray): I amn sorry
I cannot support the hon, miembewr for
East Perth in this matter, and I will briefly
tell the House why. The Rouse has de-
cided, rightly according to the majority
and wrongly according to the inority,
to accept the contract. It is too late to
impose, conditions to hamper the persons
whose tenders have been accepted. The
carrying out of the work will necessakrily
havwe to be carried out tinder the rules of
the different trades unions. The Iron-
plate Workers' Association work under
the eight-hour principle, the Amialgamated
Engine Fitters' Association work under
the eight-hour principle, and no. firm con-
nected it ith any engineering establish-
ment in the colonies would have any idea, of
working under any other system than the
eighlt-hour systan. The hoU. member may
say. that being so, why not addl the words
to the contract?7 Thcre would -be no objec-
tion, but it is just possible in the manu-
facture of pipes there may be H. question of
piece-work. In the handling and stocking
of the plates, for instanice, if I were carry-
ing out the contract I should carry out that
portion of the work by da.y labour ; not
for the purpose of "sweating" the men,
but with a. view of getting the work done
more expeditiously. The amendment
must tend to hamper the contractors. I
shall oppose tho-aaendment.

Further amendment (Ms. JAwEs'9)
put, and H, division taken with the fol-
lowing result: -

Ayes .. .. .. 9
Noes . ... -- ... 19

Majority against ... 10

Ayes. Noes.
Mr. Gregory Hon. S. Burt
Mr. Holmes Mr. COnolly

Mr. J Ames Sir John Forrest
Mr. Kenny M-Nr. A. Forrest
Mr. Oldham Mr. George
Mr. Vosper M r. Hall
Mr. Wallace Mr. Higbam
Mr. Wood 'Mr. Rubble
Mr. Doherty Mr. Leske

(Teller) 11r, Lefroy
Mr. Locke
Mr Monger.
'.%r, Morgans
Mr. Pennefacher

!l.Piesse
Mr. Quinlan
Hon. H. W. Venn
Mr. Wilson
M-%r. Connor

iTelleri

Further uniendirient thus negativtA.
This concluded the debate.

JURY BILL.
The Legislative Council having sent a

message, stating that the Council insisted
on certain anmendmnents previously made
in the Jury Bill, the message wats read
by the Clerk.

Further amendiment, Zhus negatived.
Motion as previously ameinded pit? and

passed on the voices.
THE SPEAKER: I wishi to mention,

with respect to this mnessage, that no
reasons for insisting on the Council's
amendmnents have been sent to this
House, as is provided for both by the
Council's Standing Orders and by those
of this House. This message can be
considered to-morrow; but I think the
proper course will be, when it is con-
sidered, to Rend the mnessage buack and
ask the Council to forward the, reasons
tn this House.

ADJOURNMENT,
The Houae adjourned at 11.16 p.m. till

the next day.

.hery Bill.


